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Iht lean's letter
W. D. Turkington

twenty-fifth annual commencement of Asbury Theological Seminary
on May 30, 1948 was marked by the graduation of the largest class in the history
of the institution. Fifty-eight seniors received the Bachelor of Divinity degree
and three received the Master of Religious Education degree. Bishop Ralph
Cushman of the St. Paul area of the Methodist Church addressed the graduates
on the theme, "The Centrality of Christ."
Two missionary bishops of the Methodist Church were honored by the
seminary during the commencement exercises. Bishop Shot K. Mondol of India
and Bishop Dionisio D. Alejandro of the Philippine Islands were awarded the
degree of Doctor of Divinity.
The

quarter is in session as this issue of the Seminarian goes to
faculty of ten professors and a student body of ninety-one men and
women compose the summer quarter personnel. The summer program is organ
ized into two sessions of five weeks each, thus making it possible for students to
complete one-half a quarter's work if a longer period of time cannot be given to
The
press. A

summer

study.
During the

summer

Dr. Kuhn of the seminary faculty and editor of the
Seminarian will, in company with Mrs. Kuhn, make an extended evangelistic tour
in England, Ireland and on the continent. He will be an observer at Amsterdam
during the sessions of the World Council of churches. Other faculty members
will be engaged in various types of preaching and teaching ministries during the
summer

months.
Dr. Harold C. Mason, Ed.D., D.D., LL.D., who for a number of years has
been professor of Christian Education in Northern Baptist Seminary in Chicago,
comes to Asbury Seminary with the opening of the fall quarter on September 21
as the head of the same department in this institution.
summer

Dr. Robert P. Shuler, Jr., B.D., Ph.D., has been engaged as professor of Old
Testament to begin his work in the fall. Dr. Shuler is an alumnus of the sem
inary and has done his work for the doctorate in the University of Southern

California.
Professor John S. Tremaine, B.Mus.Ed., M.Mus., from Glide Methodist
Church in San Francisco, California, comes to the seminary as chairman of the
department of Church Music. Mr. Tremaine has had extensive and highly suc
cessful experience in the training of church choirs. He will give attention to the
training of the Seminary Glee Club and the quartettes of which the seminary
sponsors a number.
Rev. W. E. King of Chicago, Illinois, has been added to the staff as director
of publicity and brings with him a large experience in this field. Mr. King has
assisted in many church publicity campaigns and has worked with Trinity Build

building corporation. Rev. King will also present a course for sem
inary students in church publicity and religious journalism.
Applications for admission for the fall quarter of the current year indicate
the largest student body in the history of the institution. Between three and four
ers,

a

church
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expressed their desire to complete their
theological training in Asbury Theological Seminary. Shortage of housing facil
ities makes it impossible to receive all these. These applications have a wide cover
age geographically, denominationally and in the number of colleges and univer
hundred young

men

and

women

have

sities

represented.
The seminary building program is being rushed during the summer months.
An apartment building to house married students will be completed before the
opening of the fall quarter on September 21. The central heating plant is also
under construction. This too must be completed before the fall session opens.
In all its program Asbury Theological Seminary is seeking to keep step with
the very best in theological education and at the same time is seeking to provide
a vital
spiritual atmosphere in which God-called young people may study for the
answering of the call which is upon their lives.
"If we can have a faithful ministry the Word of God will be preached, the
church will be spiritual, righteousness will prevail, laws will be enforced, vice will
be

suppressed, the home and human life will be sacred, the nation will prosper,

the missionaries will go to the ends of the earth and untold millions of souls will
be saved." So wrote the distinguished and now sainted founder of Asbury Theo
logical Seminary, Dr. Henry Clay Morrison, as he contemplated the mission of
the institution to which he gave such splendid
leadership and enduring inspira
tion.

WILLIAM D. TURKINGTON

(B.D., M.A.. Princeton University) is Dean of Asbury

Theological Seminary.
GEORGE A. TURNER

(Ph.D., Harvard University) is professor of English Bible
Asbury Theological Seminary and Associate Editor of the journal.
PAUL STROMBERG REES
First Covenant Church in
readers.

(M.A., University of Southern California) is pastor of
MinneapoUs, Minnesota, and needs no introduction to most of

in

the
our

PubHshed in this issue is the second of his Glide Lectures.

RALPH M.

EARLE, JR. (Th.D., Gordon Divinity School), is professor of Biblical Lit
erature in the Nazarene Theological Seminary in Kansas
City, Missouri, and is an occasional
contributor to this periodical.
PAUL F. ABEL

History in the

(B.D., Asbury Theological Seminary) is graduate assistant in Church
Seminary for the coming year.

J. HAROLD GREENLEE (Ph.D., Harvard University) is professor of New Testament
Greek in Asbury Theological
Seminary, and secretary-treasurer of the
Alumni

Seminary

Association.

JOHN C. BLACKFORD (B.D., Asbury Theological
Seminary) is Associate Pastor of Park

Avenue Methodist Church in
the United States Navy.

Minneapolis, Minnesota; during

the war, he

was a

chaplain in

Spreading Scriptural

Holiness

George A. Turner

A

cently
youth

distinguished

Boston

clergyman

re

addressed a conference of Christian
of high school age. He pointed out

that two generations ago people supposed
that Christianity consisted in a certain set
of beliefs or doctrines the deity of Christ,
the virgin birth, the inspiration of the Bi
ble, the resurrection of the body, and the
like; a generation later, said he, it was
supposed that Christianity was primarily a
code of rules
avoiding such things as
dances, cocktail parties, the movies, and
doing such things as going to church, read
ing the Bible, attending prayer meeting,
and witnessing for Christ; now, he an
nounced
triumphantly, we know that
Christianity is a matter of attitude proper
attitudes toward labor relation, race rela
tions, international brotherhood, and a sen
sitive "social conscience." With this bril
liant and penetrating analysis the youthful
audience seemed entirely in accord. Was
not the speaker a distinguished "author
ity"? Neither speaker nor hearers man
ifested the slightest skepticism of the as
sumption that the latest theological fashion
is of necessity the best. All naively re
garded it as axiomatic that the newest is
�

�

�

the truest.
The position taken in this article is that
Christianity is not merely one or another
of these three elements doctrine, conduct,
attitude rather it includes all three. It is
true that perhaps a majority of Protestants
have, in the last half century, stressed in
�

�

sequence doctrine, discipline, and then so
cial action; but it does not necessarily fol
low that the last is more important than
the earlier emphases. It is to be feared
that because the liberal wing of Protest

antism, the "modernists," emphasized the
social conscience to the

neglect

of the in

dividual

conscience, the conservatives

or

evangelicals erred in the opposite direction
by almost ignoring the total social impli
cations and applications of the gospel.
Truth seldom lies in extremes. In this case
it certainly does not. Readers of the Bible
are well aware that
relationships between
man and man are as
important as relations

between man and God
not be separated.

�

in fact

they

can

At the first Methodist conference, June
25, 1744, attended by ten ministers, an im
portant question was raised: what is the
purpose of the people called Methodists?
The answer agreed upon was, "to reform
the nation, especially the church, and to

spread scriptural holiness

over

the land."^

The

statement is remarkable for its in
dication of a clear sense of mission and
self -consciousness so early in the Evangel
ical Revival. It is remarkable also that the

Methodists

sucessful in accom
felt
to be their Godplishing
they
given task. Random excerpts from Eng
lish religious writers in the century 1725 to
1825 reflect a marked change for the better
in the moral and religious tone of Britain.
were

so

what

During the decades since this historic
pronouncement the Methodist people, in
cluding the smaller denominations in the
Methodist tradition, have been the means
of

this two-fold program of
reform and evangelism. Today there are
more than a million people
who regard
themselves as "holiness" people in the Wes

carrying

out

leyan sense of the phrase. The task of
evangelism, especially that of "spreading
scriptural holiness," can be said to have
been fairly successful. In America, how*See Tyerman, Luke: Life and Times of John
Wesley, I, 444.
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of the temperance movement. A
century and a quarter ago the idea of
attempting to regulate by legislation the

ever, it

has been largely confined to a rath
er limited section of Protestantism; it has
scarcely touched the millions in our me-

promotion

tropoli

who have migrated from continental
Europe and other non-English countries.
Like other religious groups it has left al

beverage

untouched the great labor movement
of this nation. With these qualifications it
may be said that the spreading of scriptural
holiness has been relatively successful.
most

"spread" was originally regarded as
primarily geographical, it has so been
This

viewed since.
There

which

are

other

respects, however, in

holiness

the

movement

has

not

spread. The emphasis upon New Testa
ment piety should be not only extensive
in a geographical sense but also intensive.
The influences of the gospel should not be
only world-wide but should also affect
every area of life, extending to every
human relationship in our complex social
structure. In this respect the "spread" of
the holiness message and ethic has not been
Like the evan
so extensive or significant.

gelicals of other theological traditions, the
"holiness people" have contented them
selves with campaigning for certain re
forms, such
concerned

as

temperance, and have

not

seriously with the
Christianity for recently
problems. The Evangel

themselves

implications of
emerging social
icals

have often been criticized for this
neglect of "social conscience"; they have
been accused of saving "brands from the
burning" without making efforts to put out
the fire.' This criticisrn can be made more
justly against modern evangelicals than
those of the eighteenth century. Probably
the modern holiness movement, and evan

gelicals generally,
icism at this point

are

more

open to crit

than at any other. They
should stress the "social conscience" more
without any less stress on the conscience

of the individual.
In

sonie

areas,

however, evangelicals

are

articulate and energetic with respect to so
cial action. An instance of this is their

*Flew, R. N.; The Idea of Perfection in Chris
tian Theology, p. 338. Sangster, W.
E., The
Path to Perfection, p. 174.

habits of

a

nation

was

a

novel

protagonists of the prohibition
movement were pioneers, so much so that
today evangelicals are highly vocal and by
no means indifferent to temperance legisla
The

idea.

tion. In other areas, where the influence
of the gospel needs to make itself felt, there
has not been a corresponding degree of
articulated attitude and concerted action.

Among such neglected areas, neglected be
cause relatively new in human society, is
that of labor relations.

Is it sufficient for

gospel minister, when a parishoner asks,
join a labor union?" "should I
universal military training?"
join a strike?" or "should I
on
work
Sunday?" to say, "you pray about
it and do whatever the Lord says"? Is
that not an easy way to evade responsibility
for giving the inquirer Christian principles
which he can apply to his situation? The
a

"should I
vote
for
"should I

minister would not say to a member
contemplating suicide, "pray about it and
do as the Lord says." The fact is that new
situations have arisen in our world for
which no explicit commandment is given
either in Scripture or church manual. The
same

Bible says

nothing, explicitly, for example,
indulgence in the tobacco habit.
Courageous and consecrated Christian
leadership will not seek to complacently re
main indifferent, nor cautiously avoid a
commitment, but will earnestly and prayer
fully seek to define the Christian principle
which applies to the case and adopt the
Christian attitude. Such things are more
about

than matters of individual conscience.
Another contemporary issue, with ob
vious moral implications, is the matter of
racism, including the controverted civil lib
erties legislation. If it be true that the
Bible represents God as interested in
jus
tice for all, as defending the

ileged,
how

underpriv

as

can

being
a

respecter of persons,
Christian fail to apply these
no

principles to the matter of equality of op
portunity for minorities? Evangelicals fre
quently accuse the "modernists" of softpedaling a condemnation of popular sins.
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This criticism is justified. But it is note
worthy that it was the Federal Council of
Churches that recently supported the prin
ciple of civil rights and fair labor prac
tices at a time when such a declaration ex
posed one to widespread criticism. At the
same time representative bodies of evan
gelicals have met without a declaration on
the subject. Can this silence be accidental?
Can silence on such a subject at such a
time expect to escape a suspicion that it is
due to ignorance, or indifference or fear?
The most charitable explanation is that it
is due to the slowness of conservatives to
apply the gospel to new situations in a
changing social order. How much longer
can evangelicals escape blame for this ne
glect? Said a negro lady when asked, for
geographic reasons, to move to another
coach, "God is gettin' mighty tired of this."
How much longer will it take for God's
people to become "mighty tired" of these
unChristianized areas in American mores?
Who should be any more zealous about
quickening and guiding the "conscience" of
the state than the evangelical, Bible-believ
ing branch of Christendom?

Christian principle for
expediency? True, if God's people remain
inarticulate and content themselves with an
the cause of
occasional feeble
school sacrifice

a

minorities will be

preachment
championed by

commun

ists and religious liberals. But can we es
or
cape if our witness is stifled by fear,
indifference? Must we not say that the
former times of evangelicals' "ignorance"
God winked at but now commandeth every
real Christian to pray through, think
through, enunciate, and promote the social
as well as individual implications and appli
cations of the

gospel?

Blazing new trails for old truths, defin
ing and applying God's historic revelations
to new and complex situations is always
dangerous. Amos, Jeremiah, John Baptist,
Jesus, Paul, Athanasius, Luther, Fox,
Wesley, and Booth suffered much because
they lacked the prudence and political acu
men which now tempts evangelicals to con
tent themselves with the status quo, to be

emasculated gospel rather
than self-forgetful witnesses of the dy
namic that still "turns the world upside
venders of

an

We do well to remain conservative in
doctrine, to stress the basic importance of
individual regeneration, to emphasize sep
aration from the world and a disciplined
life.
We can never preserve the land

down." God has numerous faithful priests
who are diligently feeding their flocks, but
He also needs a few prophets. "Who fol
lows in their train?" There is still time
for the holiness movement, yea for evan
gelicals generally, to make articulate the

marks erected in the

implications of the gospel

eighteenth century,
the eighteenth cen

however, by living in
tury instead of the twentieth. We cannot
"serve this present age" unless we do more
than

inveigh against

modernism and

con

tend for the faith of our fathers. Rather,
we must do in our generation what they
did in theirs, in order to be worthy of the
prophetic tradition. We must apply the gos
pel to every area of thought and life, in
cluding social relationships, undeterred by
the fear of vested interests, or of criticism,
including the charge of heresy. Is it right,
for example, for a Christian college to ex
clude Christian American students for no
other reason that that they happen to have
Japanese ancestry? Should a Christian

in every area of
life and, without any less stress on doc
trine or discipline, to give greater attention
to the matter

of Christian attitudes.

Dare

continue reading our Bibles without
daring to think God's thoughts after Him?
Let us in the Wesleyan tradition remind
ourselves that "reforming the nation" is
also part of the original program.

we

proposal herein urged is not that
we alter our emphasis by diversion from
attention to individual regeneration, nor by
The

subtraction therefrom. It would be
rather an addition, thus making for a fuller
gospel. Any resulting change of emphasis
will be in the direction of a more Biblical
and Christian evangel.
any

Our Wesleyan Heritage After
Two Centuries
Paul Stromberg Rees

II
Has

Psychology

Not many years have passed since psy
chology was a word that was pretty def

college campuses and
formal textbooks. Today it is used, along
with the closely related word psychiatry,
Recent
by educated and uneducated alike.
home
ly I was called to a poor and shabby
initely restricted

to talk

ity

with

never

a

to

woman

probabil
eighth-grade

who in all

passed beyond

an

education. She wanted me to tell her what
I knew about a certain psychiatrist and a
private hospital to which he was attached
as a member of the staff.
Modern Americans are getting liberal

psychology. Sometimes they take
medicine in very mild and sugar-coated

doses of

the

when by the hundreds of thou
sands they read Dale Carnegie's How to
Win Friends and Influence People; and

form,

as

they get it in more forthright
and professional fashion, as when, again
by the thousands, they read Henry Link's
sometimes

The Return to

Religion

a

New

remember that the field of modern
ogy

development

in

psychological investigation, and in the tech
niques of mental and spiritual therapy, any
bearing upon our distinctive beliefs as those
who stand in the Wesleyan succession ? Has
modern psychology discredited our views

These

are some

an

enormous

psychol

amount of

con

today's market are almost as
are
as there
many brands of psychology
the
breakfast foods. They range all
way
On

from the materialistic behaviorism of Wat
and the atheistic psycho-analysis of
son

dynamism of
one says, "Psy
chology is a good thing," or its opposite,
"Psychology is a bad thing," in either case
it is fair to retort, "Which psychology?"
the Christian
Weatherhead. So if some
Freud

to

general it may be said that all nonChristian psychologists tend to go wrong
when they cease to describe and begin to
philosophize. Freud, for example, found
In

that in actual

locking

of

there

cases

was a

close inter

phenomena of
objective and given

with the

religion

Had he remained
his professional attention to the traceable
connections, no exception could have been
sex.

taken.

It

speculative

when he proceeded to the
and altogether superficial

was
�

�

conclusion that religion is nothing but a
form of sexuality that he ceased to be a
good psychologist and became a crude phil
osopher. His theory, it should be added,
has been modified even by his most bril
liant followers.

Turning

on sin and holiness, or has it been other
wise? Are there contributions which we
may well receive at the hands of those who

have been experts in

presents

fusion.

and The Rediscov

ery of Man.
Has all of this immense

Relevancy'

ations,
to

now

to

what has

the best

certain
come

findings

of

specific consider
light, according
modern psychology,
to

that may be said to bear significantly on
our Wesleyan view of human nature and
its remaking in the image of God?

personality problems?
questions that I ven

of the

raise in this second address.
Immediately one feels like throwing out
word of caution both for himself and

ture to

a

Consider,

�

for those who listen.

We do

wisely

if

Ligon

we

54

to

call the

begin with, what Professor
"concept of integration." As

OUR WESLEYAN HERITAGE AFTER TWO CENTURIES
definition of

integration in the psycholog
Ligon offers the following: "In
is
the condition of a personality
tegration
a

Nor ever from my Lord depart,
With Him of every good possessed.

ical sense,

in which all of the emotional attitudes are
harmonious and mutually helpful, thus per
mitting all of one's natural energy to be
directed toward one end." He then goes
on to
say that "the most universally recog
nized source of integration, and therefore
of mental health, is a dominant
purpose in
life."

Now surely it is not difficult to detect
the resemblance between this teaching and
the Biblical-Wesleyan
doctrine of
full
sanctification.
When Mr. Wesley was
pressed for a definition of Christian Per
fection he replied that it was "loving God
with all our heart and serving him with all
our strength.
Nor did I ever say or mean
more by perfection than thus
loving and
God."
serving

Wesley would say with Paul, "This one
thing I do!" In so saying both of them
would be in the vanguard of modern psy
chological theory with its insistence upon
the necessity of an integrated mind.
We may say, then, that holiness means
"wholeness," which is quite literally what
the old Saxon word for 'holy' does mean.
It insists, with the finest psychological war
rant, that "a double minded man is unstable
in all his ways." He is like the little girl

who, when delayed and frustrated by inde
cision, was prodded by her mother who
said, "Now, hurry up, Mary, and make up
your mind."
sponse

was a

To which

sigh

and

a

Mary's only
protest

:

re

"It's easy

make up your mind, mother, for
for
you've only got one mind to make up, but
I've got lots of minds to make up." Some
you to

remember a time, even after our
conversion, when we too were weakend
and sometimes defeated because of the
divided loyalties and sentiments that found
of

us

can

shelter within

Then

came

us.
a

deeper surrender,

enlightened faith and a
the Spirit of God, with
could sing:

a

more

fuller invasion of
the result that we

Now rest my long divided heart,
Fixed on this blissful center, rest;

55

II.

Closely related
ality integration

of person
is the insistence of the
mental experts that the realization of it is
universally hindered by self-centeredness.
to this matter

Take, for example. Dr. Link's definition
of

personality. Says he : "I
ality as the extent to which

define person
the individual

has

habits and skills which interest and
other people.
Its emphasis is on
doing things with and for others. Its es
sence
is self-sacrifice, not self -gratifica
tion." While this definition says nothing
about the outgoing of the personality to
ward God, it nevertheless enunciates a prin
ciple upon which the literature of Chris
tian sanctity has insisted through the cen
turies : the principle, namely, that our real
ization of the meaning and goal of Chris
tian living is bound up with the teaching
of Jesus that "he that saveth his life shall
lose it," but "he that loseth his life for my
sake shall keep it unto life eternal."
serve

...

The

psychologists, of course, have their
more or less professional terms, which

own

times appear to be obscure, but which,
upon interpretation are found to yield ex
tremely interesting facts. To illustrate,
one will find that when a writer or lecturer
talks about "emotional infantilism," the
at

thing

that he is

with is some
form of selfishness.
Here is a sample from Holman: "What
are some signs of emotional infantilism?
First it is the inability of the individual to
release himself from the control of the el
emental impulse. We have heard of more
more

or

less

really dealing

acute

than one man who thought it was an evi
dence of his virility and strength to say,
'I want what I want when I want it.' This
is not maturity; it is infantilism."
In

lying
that

it may be said that the theory
back of such pronouncements is this :

general

the inherited human instincts
are just three.
They are (1) the self in
stinct. (2) the herd instinct, and (3) the
sex
instinct. The first is individual, the

basically

PAUL STROMBERG REES
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second is

social, and the third is a com
bination of both. In infancy and early
childhood the self-instinct is predominant.
The little child is the center of its world
everything must come his way. As the
herd instinct comes into play there is clash.
Somehow, if the personality is ever to find
its fulfillment there must be a healthy bal
ance between these instinctive urges and

�

between the emotion and sentiments that

gather
The

around them.

non-Christian

say that there is

these

psychologist
nothing abnormal

would
about

instincts; and he, by purely human

processes and resources, would strive for
the achievement of balance. The Christian

psychologist, upon the contrary, would say
that, while they are not intrinsically sinful,
they are radically perverted. He would
say that the self instinct is a stronghold so
fortified and formidable that it can never,
by human resources alone, be shattered
and dissolved into a selfness that is not
In this connection I can
self-centered.
with
utmost
quote
approval a magnificent
sentence in Volume II of Niebuhr's Na
ture and Destiny of Man: "It can be, and
has been, argued with equal cogency, that
without repentance, that is, without the
slialtering of the self-centered self, man is
too much his own God to feel the need of,
or to have the capacity for,
knowing the
true God."
In that statement, I might
point out, the word "repentance" is made
to cover more ground than we would make
it. In our theological way of speaking we
would say, "Without repentance, conver
sion, and sanctification."
That statement stands, nevertheless, as a
worthy utterance, especially so in light of
what Niebuhr goes on to say in the
very
sentence: "The invasion of the self
from beyond the self is therefore an inva
sion of both 'wisdom' and 'power,' of both
'truth' and 'grace.'"
next

have

been

area

in which the

working

psychologists
industriously, and

hich is of vital interest to us who believe
in holy and harmonious
living, is that of

V.

and their

management.

Conflicts are of two general types: those
which arise between the various forces
and drives within the individual and those
which develop between the individual and
his society or group. While there is an
interrelationship between the two, it is the
question of conflicts within the individual
that

primarily

concerns

us

here.

Let us assume that the fundamental fac
tor in personality conflict has, from the
Christian point of view, been removed.
That is to say, let us assume a case in
which love for Christ has become the dom
inating and the undisputed master-motive
in our living. By "undisputed" I mean
that the purpose and set of the soul have
been caught up into an absorbing and allto Christ. The ques
arises: Will there be any experi
ence of conflict in the life of such a
per
son? In other terms, will psychology and

coordinating loyalty
tion

now

the realism of life support us in the state
ment, frequently heard in Wesleyan circles,
that when we are entirely sanctified the bat
tle is transferred from the inside to the out
side? Here, I think, is an illustration of
how easy it is for us to be tricked
by the
sheer magic of words.
Any battle in life
that is a battle to me is on the inside. You
can't have

experiences without

encer, and you yourself are the
That must always be an inner

experiexperiencer.
an

fact.

Now what is the nature of a conflictexperience that may come to one who, in
psychological language, is fundamentally
integrated toward and around God's will,
or, in our traditional way of
speaking, is
living a holy life? We spoke earlier of the
self instinct, the herd
instinct, and the sex
instinct. Not one of these is
destroyed by
the invasion and control of Perfect Love.
Upon the contrary they are hallowed and
redirected.
Take the sex instinct.
Admittedly it is
one of life's
deepest and most

powerful

III.
Another

personality conflicts

driving forces. When its needs and desires
are felt, a
psychologist would probably say

that a situation is created in which one has
four alternatives
open to him. The first is
expressionism. It is the method of resolv
ing a conflict�the conflict between sex and

OUR WESLEYAN HERITAGE AFTER TWO CENTURIES
conscience or between sex and social con
ventions by giving free rein to the sexual
appetite. That is the procedure which some
�

pseudo-psychiatrists

have in the past

rec

ommended.

For the most part, however, it
is just the silly conclusion that some pop
ular writers or lecturers have drawn from
certain investigations made by the pioneer

ergy of the

effectively

sex

to

instinct, but it will

prevent

bad conscience
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or

from

one

going

serve

getting

a

neurotic.

The distinction between repression and
sublimation might be illustrated by the ex
of two maiden ladies, well advanced
in years, who worked in the same institu
tion. One of them had a way of saying

ample

ing psychologists of the day. It would be
a reputable
psychiatrist who
would deny that the method of expression
ism produces, in time, far more conflicts
and far worse disorders than it is supposed

that she "never wanted to marry and never
saw the man she woul(i have." At the same
time her behavior raised grave doubts as to

to cure.

could

hard to find

The second

possibility is to take the way
of suppressionism. Since there is no mor
ally justifiable
of expressing
restrains

or

or

socially acceptable way
one consciously

the desire,
inhibits it.

The third alternative is what is known,
somewhat technically, as the method of
repressionism. This is not the same as sup

As Professor Ligon puts it,
the person "not only does not
express his desire, he does not even admit
that he has it." It is a form of self-decep
tion and usually leads, if long continued,

pressionism.
in repression

complications. The repressionist is engaged in the impossible busi
ness of getting rid of a life force that God
Himself has bestowed. Instead of getting
rid of sex, however, the repressive type of
person only pushes his urges and impulses
down into the unconscious self where they
eventually shape his unconscious behavior.
Every expert in personal counselling has to
be on his guard for such symptoms as ex
treme prudishness or puritanism, aversion
to the opposite sex, morbid fears and queer
obsessions. They point, as a rule, to a repressionist method of resolving our con
to

numerous

flicts in the realm of
The fourth

sex.

for

with
this
of conflict is that
of sublimation. By sublimation the psy
chologist means the process of redirecting
the impulses of sex, when denied full phys
ical expression, into channels that will sat

procedure
particular experience

dealing

the conscience, and, better still, serve
the welfare of others. It should be added,
in all fairness, that sublimation does not
as a rule absorb or drain off all of the en

isfy

how far she was "kidding herself." She
was often rather silly in her conduct and
be

usually

depended

upon to be very

attentive to any man who came near her.
Those who knew her were not challenged
to admire her so much as they were moved
to amusement

She

sionist with

sex.

by her.
regard to

was

She

a

repres-

was

not

face the facts, or to handle the
unconscious inner conflict in a more intelli

disposed

to

gent way.
The other lady took the frank view that
marriage is the natural estate for a woman.
She was honest enough to say that she re
she had never married. On the
other hand, since she did not, she was re
solved neither to hide the fact of sex from

gretted

her

own

eyes

or

her

energies
disappointment

consume

in

useless regrets over her
in
life. She gave herself to her work with a
full measure of energy. She loved people
and sought to be helpful to them. She pos
sessed a healthy mind, exerted a wide in
fluence and was profoundly respected. Her
case would illustrate the process of sublim
ation.
And when we say process, we mean just
that. Receiving the gift of love's fulness,
whereby we are inwardly united in allegi
ance to the mind of Christ, may be the
crisis of an hour or a moment; but resolv
ing and controlling those conflicts that from
time to time arise in the area of the natural
instincts are processes that require con
stant, prayerful, and intelligent direction.
The same Paul who said, "Put off the old
man," declared, "I keep under my body."
The first may be thought of as a deliver
ance; the second must be thought of as a
discipline. The language which Paul uses,
as when he speaks of bringing the body

PAUL
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indicates conflict. It speaks
of tension. I see no point in denying it.
Only let it be remembered that the conflict

into

subjection,

its solution its practical manage
in continuous sublima
ment if you will
tion and self-control.
found

�

�

It is time for

us

frankly

to

admit that

no

once-for-all gift of holiness is going to
solve the problems that arise in connection
with so basic and powerful a factor as sex.
W^e have seen too many moral disasters
among the preachers and professors of
sanctification! Nor does it cover the difliculty to say that they were hypocrites all
along. There are too many evidences that
at

one

was an

time their communion with Christ
unbroken and unsullied reality. But

somewhere
the

along the way they failed at
of self-control and sublimation.

point
Perhaps they

have failed to pray as they
should have done. But there is another
'perhaps' perhaps they failed to provide
�

other channels for the release of

biological
energies that were seeking satisfaction. So
simple a device as vigorous physical exer
cise, along with prayer, might well have
saved them from
en career

and

a

humiliation, from

a

brok

let

add that

psychology has its
own way of confirming the Wesleyan tech
nique of soul-healing. The early Methodist
'class meeting' was a clinic in personal spir
itual problems. It was a Protestant version
the

us

'confessional.'

Our altar services
conferences
between
private
ministers and troubled souls represent
something that, in principle at least, has the
approval of psychiatric experts. William
James once put it in a powerful and pun
gent piece of professional advice to those
who desired to be made whole, emotionally
and spiritually. He said, "Exteriorize your
of

and

our more

rottenness."
in the open.

Bring

the hidden wrong out

If the confession of those things which
your conscious mind tells you are wrong
does not bring you healing, seek the counsel

of

someone

who

psycho-analysis.

does when he takes

psychiatrist
case-history of a patient.
what

a

tient to

pieces

tionally,

and

value, but,

as

It is picking
pa
what is mentally, emo
wrong. It has its

spiritually
carried

on

by non-Christian

Hmitations.
of means came to a friend of
help. He said that he

psychiatrists,
One man
mine for

to see

can

probe

you at the

deep

a

a

it

also

has

its

spiritual

had spent sixty thousand dollars on psy
chiatrists and still was a frustrated, de

feated, and unhappy individual. They had

pieces including his pocketbook but they had failed to put him to
gether again.

picked

him to

�

�

That is where Christ steps in.
says to

He still

broken, divided, disillusioned

men

and women: "Wilt thou be made whole?"
It is here that our Christian message, fullbodied in its inclusion of holiness of heart

and life, succeeds where psychology fails.
G. A. Studdert-Kennedy, an English cler
gyman, had this in mind when he wrote
about the modern

psychologist.

broken heart.

IV.

Briefly

level of your unconscious mind. Some
out of the
thing may need to be dredged up
is a form of
long forgotten past. This
It is
what is often called

er

He takes the saints to pieces,
And labels all the parts,
He tabulates the secrets
Of loyal loving hearts.
He probes their selfless passion.
And knows exactly why
The martyr goes out singing.
To suffer and to die.
The beatific vision
That brings them to their knees
He smilingly reduces
To infant phantasies.
The Freudian unconscious

Quite easily explains
The splendor of their sorrows,
The pageant of their pains.
The manifold temptations

Wherewith the flesh can vex
The saintly soul, are samples
Of Oedipus complex.
The subtle sex perversion.
His eagle glance can tell.
That makes their joyous heaven
The horror of their hell.
His reasoning is perfect,
His proofs as plain as paint,
He has but one small weakness.
He cannot make a saint.

Liberalism On the Defensive
Ralph M.

A.

M.

Earle, Jr.

Hunter in his Uttle book. The
of the New Testament, makes the

To one who asserts that in the latter part
of the New Testament "the paganization of

following observation: "The Liberals are
fighting a defensive battle." As time
goes by the truth of this assertion is be
coming increasingly apparent. Nineteenforty-seven saw a fresh clash of arms in

Christianity was already well under way,"'
the Bible obviously has no divine authority.
We are not surprised, therefore, to read
this expressed opinion:

Message
now

this conflict.
Last year

we

noted

large place given to
1946 annual meetings

our

surprise

at

the

conservatism at the
of the National As

sociation of Biblical Instructors. At both
the New York and Chicago sessions the
keynote of the program was a plea for a

orthodoxy. But a reaction set
immediately, as evidenced by the pro
grams for the 1947 meetings. Professor
Carl E. Purinton, the outgoing president,
return

to

in

said

these contained "a reaffirmation of
faith in the viewpoint of liberalism."'
The

Rolland E. Wolfe,
professor at Western Reserve University,
has expressed his opinions in no uncertain
tones in an article entitled "The Terminol
ogy of Biblical Theology," in the July,
new

president,

1947, issue of The Journal of Bible and
Religion. We can only notice a few state
ments in this strongly worded diatribe.
Here is a good sample :
Most of what we have known of biblical theology,
the dominant contemporary form which is
the product of various so-called "neo" movements,
is based on a biblical literalism which cannot
serve this present day effectively.
It blows as a
wind
from
and
the
middle ages.
stifling
antiquity
Someone has said that theology is the invention
of the devil. It is apparent that there is much
truth in this statement, when we consider the
untruths which have been and are still perpet
uated in the name of biblical theology.*
even

*

Journal

of Bible and

p. 131.

1947),
'Ibid.,

p. 145.

Religion,

XV

(July,

The

emerging biblical theology of today in most
instances reverts to the old doctrine of revelation.
In this respect, it does a distinct disservice to the
cause of religious understanding and the progress
of biblical studies.*
Lest Professor Wolfe fail to make his

posi

tion

"The

he

clear,

states

very

bluntly:

Bible is not the word of God. It is the
word of man, the word of man about
God."'
It is very

enlightening to get Dr. Wolfe's
interpretation of the situation in the book
of Job. He declares that Job was "the
higher critic of his day," while his three
friends were the biblical theologians of
that time.'"
Professor Wolfe definitely has "biblical
theology" and "biblical theologians" on his
mind. In an article of only five pages he
the two

total of twentyfour times, eleven times on the last page.
At least this new movement in the direc
tion of biblicism has been and is vigorous
enough to stir up a powerful reaction.
The fundamental feature of the liberal
ism of such men as Professor Wolfe is its
basic opposition to the supernatural. When
put in the test tube it turns out to be noth
ing more nor less than a naturalistic hu
manism. This point of view is well illus
trated in Wolfe's analysis of Moses' ex
perience at the burning bush. He says:
"The dialogue between God and Moses,

uses

expressions

�

p. 144.

*

p. 146.

Ibid.,
Ibid.,
'Ibid.,

p.

'Ibid.,

p. 147.

147.
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which followed the experience of the burn
ing bush, was in reality a dialogue between
his higher and lower self.'"
The January, 1947 issue of The Journal
of Bible and Religion contains an article

Kepler, who followed Clarence
Tucker Craig as professor of New Testa
ment at Oberlin. Kepler's article is head
ed: "Neo-modernism : Theological Pattern
of Today and Tomorrow." This title at
least suggests one thing and that is that

by

Thomas

early twentieth cen
tury has already been exchanged for a
new and more up-to-date modernism.

the modernism of the

The

defensive attitude of liberalism
today receives vivid illustration in the book
Religious Liberals Reply, published by the
Beacon Press, of Boston. In this anthology
seven
son

philosophers

Wieman

came

headed

rushing

by Henry
to

the

Nel

rescue

of

poor, belabored liberalism.
The Prefatory Note reveals the purpose
of the book.

Liberalism, and especially religious liberalism, is
under heavier fire today than at any time in more
than a century. Being closely associated with or
ganized religious liberalism, the publishers have
been pressed to make available to the public,
competent and scholarly replies to these attacks.'
The first

four writers deal with neoand seek to point out its faults

orthodoxy,
failings.

and

It is

interesting

are leveled at ReinThis is due mainly to the
admittedly the keenest phil
osopher among neo-orthodox leaders in
this country. Also he has been
especially
vocal, and his writings and utterances have
received wide publicity in the secular as
well as the religious press.
It is interesting to note Dr. Wieman's

hold Niebuhr.
fact that he is

Neo-Orthodoxy

is

and value of

neo-

stage through which we had
from a situation that might
otherwise have been hopeless. It is like the fever
of a diseased organism ; it is a form of
pathology,
but if it does not continue too
long or go too far
to

pass

to

it enables the organism to throw oflf the poison
infesting it and thereby return to normal health.*

"poison" here referred to is defined in
the next paragraph as the mixture of reli
gious liberalism and fundamentalism that
held the stage during the first two decades
The

of the twentieth century.
Those familiar at all with Dr. Wieman's
1946 volume. The Source of Human Good,
will not be surprised at the thorough-going
humanism reflected in the following state
ment

:

present writer, the
things good is a kind of crea
tive interchange between human individuals and
groups, and between the organism and its environ

According

source

to the view of the

of

all

ment.

Dr. Wieman's 'god' is a poor substitute
for the God of the Bible, the God and Fa
ther of our Lord Jesus Christ. To him the
chronicle of the Christian God, like other
biblical presentations, belongs in the cate
gory of

myth. He writes :

Here is where Neo-Orthodoxy fails. Religious
leaders and others who perpetuate the old myths
while repudiating the knowledge now attainable
concerning the creative source of human life and
its values, and even denying that intellectual
analysis of observed events can ever attain such
knowledge, are blocking the way of our salva
tion."

to note that

most of their attacks

analysis of the place
orthodoxy. He says:

JR.

a

recover

'Ibid., p. 145.
�Henry N. Wieman et al, Religidus Liberals
Reply (Boston: The Beacon Press, 1947), p. v.

^The second essay of the book Religious
Liberals Reply is a review of Reinhold
Niebuhr's two-volume work The Nature
and Destiny of Man, which was
published
in 1941 and 1943. The
reviewer, Arthur
E. Murphy, labels it "the mature reflections
of one of the most
courageous and pene
trating of contemporary religious thinkers
on the
great themes of man and destiny, of
sin and salvation."" At the same time he
holds that :
Dr. Niebuhr's views on human nature are
in es
sential respects unclear and
misleading, that they
contain a considerable fund of sound
moral ex
perience and practical wisdom refracted in the
distorting medium of a radically incoherent dia*

Loc. cit.

""Ibid.,

13.
p. 16.
p.
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LIBERALISM ON THE DEFENSIVE
l�ctical

theology."

Gardner Williams, the third writer, is
less respectful toward Niebuhr. He attrib
utes a propaganda motive to the latter.
The desire to keep man feeling sinful and contrite
all the time is related to ecclesiasticism. There are
two ways of getting people to support lecclesiastical institutions. One is to make them feel sinful.
The other is to teach important truths in church
which intelligent people will be glad to find out
about. Mr. Niebuhr leans heavily on the former
method, even as did St. Augustine."

Professor Williams recommends as the
solution of our present day problems the
humanism of the Unitarian Churches and
the Ethical Culture Society."
best he has to offer us.

attitude is revealed in his characterization
"Neoof
He
neo-orthodoxy.
says :
Orthodoxy is Fundamentalism in a new
dress.

.

.

.

She is

Protestant Jesuit.""
There seems to be
the

thinking

of

has to work out

a

pleasant

little

place f or God in
these philosophers. Man
his own destiny without
no

This is the way Professor
Hudson expresses it :

any

higher help.

become has been only gradually
itself
through many ages. But the
formulating
it
has
been formulating. A "God"
great thing is,
might have told us at once and for all. It would
have saved us a lot of trouble. But he didn't. So,
we have to work it out for ourselves."

What

man

can

of battle changes when we
come to the fifth essay, written by Max C.
Otto. Professor Otto has ridden bravely
He
on to the field against Neo-Thomism.
The

"

Ibid.,
Ibid.,
"Ibid.,
"/&��(/.,
''Ibid.,
"

scene

pp.

16, 17.

p. 41.
p. 50.

p. 54.
p. 63.

formidable oppo

Maritain. He scores some heavy blows on the
Thomist philosophy. But his sharpest in

nent the French

philosopher, Jacques

vectives are leveled at Monsignor Sheen
and the Catholic efforts to dominate our
educational system.
The sixth champion of humanistic liber
alism is James B. Pratt. He is opposed
utterly to all authoritarianism, except that
of the human reason. He declares: "I am
convinced that the New Supernaturalism
and the old Fundamentalism are among the
most

insidious

perils

of

twentieth-century

Christianity.""
Dr. Pratt thinks of the Bible

as:

That is the

The fourth writer. Jay William Hudson,
devotes most of his time to a review of
Niebuhr's Nature and Destiny of Man. His

spring

out as his most

singles

A collection of ancient texts which, taken in their
literal form
in flagrant conflict with
are
modern science and history, and which contain
innumerable mutually conflicting assertions and
sentiments and much that is downright immoral."
.

The last

.

.

writer, Roy Wood Sellars,

pays
and abil

to the

compliment
"high sincerity
the
of
Neo-Orthodox.""
But he still
ity
cannot forgive them for rejecting natur
alism.**
Two main

impressions lingered with me
reading this book. One was
emptiness of naturalistic, human

I finished

as

the utter

istic liberalism. Beneath the

osophical
sounded

terminology
superficial.

the

veneer

of

whole

phil
thing

The second definite impression was that
and Brunner and Niebuhr cannot

Barth

show

us

the

much to them
the

King's highway. We owe
as pioneers who have
pulled

pendulum across from naturalism to
supernaturalism. But their extreme tran
scendentalism is almost deistic; and we
must await the return of the pendulum to
the golden mean of biblical truth.
"

p. 96.

"

p. 100.

Ibid.,
Ibid.,
"Ibid.,
'^Ibid.,

p. 172.
p. ISO.

Human Nature
Paul F. Abel

This survey in Christian anthropology
was made as a result of the conviction that
an intensive study in this field is not only
profitable but mandatory, if one is to under
stand the world of selves in which he lives.
The ancient cry of the Hebrew Psalmist,
"What is man?" is contemporary with
every age, for a working theory of human
nature is the prerequisite foundation upon
which one's entire philosophy concerning
"The
man and his relationships depends.
accepted psychology of an age writes the
history of that age, for from man's under
standing or misunderstanding of himself
flows his ethics, economics, politics, and

religion."*
This paper embodies a preliminary state
ment of the writer's personal view.
It
should be explained that in the course of
future

thought and study, the author will
probably find it necessary to make many
additions, subtractions, and revisions. It
follows that the thesis here developed is
essentially exploratory in character. Let it
be said that this exploration follows the
paths blazed by many others, and that it
seeks to evaluate critically and so far as
possible sympathetically the work that is
being done in this field today.
I.

The Origin

of

Man

The first

principle of the position result
from
this
ing
investigation is the accept
ance of the Biblical account of man's or
igin as the most accurate and

satisfactory

explanation for Christian anthropology.
Such a principle cannot be
scientifically de
fended, for it must be admitted that there
is no absolute evidence,
empirically speak
ing, concerning the origin of man. What*

Leslie R. Marston, Youth Speaks! Winona
Lake, Indiana : Light and Life Press, 1939. p. 137.

view is held, it must be accepted by
"the evidence of things not seen."
Lecomte du Noiiy traces the two path

ever

faith

�

eventually lead to a compre
hension of man: (1) the direct road of
revelation, which is independent of ration
al thought, and (2) the strictly rational
ways which

and scientific method.*
is

only

a

He indicates that it

fortunate few who

are

able to

accept the first method, whereas the second
is in widespread vogue.
The scientific

method, however, requires that the universe
be described as it is perceived and con
ceived by the human mind. In a word, it
results in a subjective idea of the universe
dependent upon rational interpretation of
sensorial data and observations,

significantly

du

Noiiy

states that there

gaps in the continuity of our mental im
of
the universe which force us to admit
ages
that the beautiful unity we are striving to demon
strate in nature is nothing more, at the present
time, than a philosophical, one might almost say
.

.

.

are

sentimental, conviction. Should we ever be able
demonstrate the reality of this unity, it would
only prove that our human, intuitive concepts

to

had

reached truth directly, before
methods had reached truth directly.

rational

our
.

.

.*

He then

proceeds to admit that, on the
basis of man's present
knowledge, namely,
by using the methods which have proved
useful in the interpretation of the inan
imate world, it is impossible to account for
not only the birth of life but also the
ap
pearance of the basic substances required
for the building of life�
highly dissymetrical molecules. Thus, while science de
mands respect, it is a mistake to reverence
its almightiness.* It can therefore be re
peated with emphasis that there is no abPierre Lecomte du
New York :
p. 3.

'Ibid.,
*

Nouy, Human Destiny.
Longmans, Green and Company, 1948

p. 38.
Loc. cit. et seq.
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solute

evidence, empirically speaking,

cerning the origin
is it

of

con

man.

difficult to accept the
Genesis record of creation than to attempt
to trace man's history through the ages
until the quest finally stops either through
the sheer exhaustion of attempting to re
construct the past eternities ad infinitum,

Why

more

by eventually postulating a Creative
Principle or God behind the process? It is
significant to find the biologist, du Noiiy,
subscribing to a finalistic point of view.
He says, "... we shall use, as a leading
light, a teleological hypothesis, that is, a
finalism with a very ultimate goal, a 'tele-

or

finalism,'
may be allowed to coin a
new word."�
"An explanation of the evol
ution of life by chance alone is untenable
if

Edwin Lewis makes a theological appli
cation from a similar point of view. The
Christian view of man contradicts the older
naturalistic idea that man is merely the
product of the world system. According
to Christianity, the world exists for man,
and the creative activity of God was in
spired by the ultimate aim of securing man
and bringing him to completion. Thus, man
is more than a mere derivation of imper
sonal mechanisms. "It is the philosophy
which holds that without the mind of man
to appreciate and interpret it, the universe
remains an incomplete fragment.'" Lewis
feels that this view is not out of harmony
with the prevailing scientific theory of the
process whereby man originated, but, he
explains, it interprets the process as in
not

as

self-explaining.*

The serious efforts of du Noiiy and
Lewis to harmonize the Christian estimate
of man with modern scientific hypotheses
of evolution are not to be dismissed as
frivolous, du Noiiy, in expressing the view
of the scientist, admits that there is an
inexplicable discontinuity between inor
ganic matter and organic matter; between

'Ibid.,
�Ibid.,
*

with

man

a

conscience

and

Just as there seems to be an intellectually im
passable gap between the reversible "evolution"
electrons and that of atoms (built of elec
between the irreversible evolution of
;
atoms and that of life (built of atoms) ; so there
seems to be an intellectually impassable gap be
tween the evolution of life and that of man, as
such. Man is still an animal by his very structure.
Nevertheless he has also brought into the
world, from an unknown source, other instincts
and ideas specifically human which have become
of

trons)

.

.

.

overwhelmingly important although contradicting
the first, and it is the development of these ideas,
these

characters which constitutes the present

new

phase of evolution.*

we

today.'"

strumental,

and
freedom.
matter

p. 52.
p. 43.

Edwin Lewis, The Faith We Declare.
ville: Cokesbury Press, 1939, p. 34.
*Ibid., pp. 32f.

Hence, he finds that his newly coined term,
telefinalism, which postulates the interven
tion of Idea, Will, supreme Intelligence, or
God, throws a little light on this difficulty
of the transformations which must
in the

uninterrupted

line of man's

occur

develop

ment."
Since the views of both Lewis and du
Nouy are predicated upon some concept of
God working in the process, why is it not
tenable to accept the creation story
of Genesis? It certainly should be no more
difficult for God to create man instanter
than for him to initiate a process in order

just

as

and develop man. An acceptance
of the Biblical account as historical might
to obtain

bring

the accusation of an unrealistic resort
principle of parsimony, or to the

the

to

fallacy

of causal

simplicity; nevertheless,
is required to accept it
than to accept the evolutionary view. It
lends greater dignity to man's place in the
universe; it better explains man's relation
ship to God; and it adequately explains
no

more

how

credulity

to be

rational and im
mortal being whose life includes moral and
spiritual elements.
man

II.

came

Adam

:

a

The Essence
Nature

The second
sulting from
Adam

was

Nouy, op. cit.,
"Ibid., p. 97.
du

Human

principle of the position re
this investigation is that
created "good," which means

Nash
*

of

p. 99.
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sinless

holy; integrated or or
ganized; capable of a personal communica
tion and relationship with his Creator;
made in the image of God, with full ca
pacity for rational and moral development;
self-transcending; self-conscious; and selfdetermining. Human nature is neither a
dualism nor a monism ; it is a gestalt.
The acceptance of the historicity of the
he

was:

or

creation demands a
logical adherence to the further implica
tions of that story. After the six creative
"days" had passed, it is said that God re
viewed his handiwork and saw that it
"was very good."" No one except a rad
ical determinist considers that God is di
rectly responsible for evil; therefore, the
original creation, including man, could not
be other than good.
James Orr warns against putting more
into the original state of man than the
Biblical narrative warrants. Aside from
the implications that Adam named the var
ious animals and efficiently executed his
dominion over the lower creation, there is
no proof in Genesis that he was a
being of
advanced intellectual attainments, or that
he possessed any intuitive knowledge of
the arts and sciences. Such a view does not
contradict the position, however, that Adam
had an uncorrupted capacity for
knowledge
which has never since been equalled. If it
cannot be said that he was a
savage, nei
ther can it be said that he was
highly civ
ilized.
Genesis

account

of

It is presumed that man had high and noble
faculties, a pure and harmonious nature, rectitude
of will, capability of understanding his Creator's
instructions, and power to obey them. Beyond that
we need not go."

What was the imago Dei? A further as
sertion of the Genesis record is that man
was created in the
image and likeness of
God. This statement at once
separates
Adam from all of the prior
creation, and
places him on a distinctive level. Niebuhr
is probably correct by
that man's

assuming

self-transcendence

integral to the im^go Dei." "Christian
that
anthropology rests on the conviction
of
man is an animal made in the image
are

that he is not an an
imal at all."" In this connection, Brunner
all the
points out that man is in contrast to
rest of creation, not because he was created
and
God, but because he was

God, which

"James Orr,
the

The Christian View of God and
(Grand Rapids: William B. EerdPublishing Company, 1947), p. 186.

World.

mans

means

through

by

created in and for God." Hence he can
under
only be understood and can only
he
because
was
stand himself in God. It
bore the image of God that he was thus
Ufted above all other earthly creatures, and
because he was made in that imago, he was
conscious of the fact. Brunner terms this

responsible
barkeit

�

Ansprechanswerability."

man's

awareness

addressability

or

creaturely counterpart of God's Selfthe being
existence, posited by God Himself;
who
stand
to
Him,
'over-against'
created by God
alone
answer
in
this
who
and
can reply to God,
fulfills�or destroys�the purpose of God's crea
Man is the

...

tion."

Hopper maintains that the
doctrine of the image must be regarded in
a personalistic manner or its true meaning
Stanley

R.

is lost. The person who views reason alone
as the seat of the imago is shortsighted, for
"we are created like God by virtue of our
being created as persons, endowed with a
capacity for good and evil."" But even
more than this is involved in the image;
the climax of the doctrine consists in the
fact that man, as a creature, stands in a
unique relationship of response and re
sponsibility to God." Such a personal rela
tionship would be impossible unless there
were some common

point

of contact ; unless

"

Reinhold Niebuhr, The Nature and Destiny of
(New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1946),
I, 162.
"John S. Whale, Christian Doctrine (New
York: The Macmillan Company, 1947), p. 12.
"
H. Emil Brunner, Man in Revolt : A Christian

Man

Anthropology
Lutterworth
(London:
Press,
1939), p. 92.
"Whale, op cit., p. 44.
Brunner, op. cit., p. 98.
Stanley Romaine Hopper, The Crisis of Faith
(New York: Abingdon-Cokesbury Press. 1944)
"

"Genesis 1:31.

self-consciousness

and

"

p.

225.
"Loc. cit.
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created with
like God himself."*"
man was

a

"moral

personality

What about human freedom? Man's
choices cannot possibly be wholly spontan
eous, for it is difficult to think of moral
responsibility for uncaused choices. On the
other hand, it is just as absurd to speak of
responsibility under a rigid causality. But
it is not impossible to think of something
as causally determined
by factors within
itself. Thus, Spinoza pointed out, "free
dom of man consists not in his being unde
termined, but in his being determined by
forces and conditions arising from his own
nature and within himself, as contrasted
with his being determined by something
that coerces him."" Hence human freedom
is a determinism of a kind a self-deter
minism. This is man's distinctive dignity;
this makes him responsible for his volun
tary acts. Adam, possessing original free
dom in an uncorrupted and undisrupted
state, possessed the maximum power of
self-determination.
�

But

simply to say that man is selfdetermining does not completely answer
the question concerning human freedom.
What factors make him self -determining?
At

time it

held that man's intelli
or
reason
gence
wholly governed his pur
posive activity, and that the "will" was the
mental "faculty" largely responsible for
one

man's choices.

was

The act of

willing

or

mak

ing voluntary choices, however, is a func
tion of the entire human gestalt. It is true
that the volition is largely a complex men
tal

factor; nevertheless, it is related

entire

to the

Even

personality.
physical states,
bodily fatigue, hunger, or desire,
play an important role in volitional activity.
such

as

The a priori of human freedom is man's
self-transcendence. It is through this selftranscendental quality of his nature that
man stands above himself, makes an
object
of himself, and has the power of relating
himself. "This power to relate himself is
*'01in

Alfred Curtis, The Christian Faith
York:
Eaton and Mains, 1905), p. 193.
(New
John Herman Randall, Jr., and Justus Bechler,
Philosophy : An Introduction (New York : Barnes
and Noble, Inc., 1942), p. 236.

man's initial freedom."" It is inevitable,
therefore, that the self should seek to relate
itself to some center about which to organ
ize. In his self-transcendence, man discov
ers that he cannot adequately measure him
self by himself, nor can he measure him
self by the world around him. If he seeks
to establish his center in the world, he finds
that his freedom is sapped by causality. If
he tries to make himself the center, he con
verts all values into egoism and finds that
his relationships are fatally introverted.
There is but one alternative left, relating
the self to an other an Other of eternal
significance." The fact of original sin can
not be understood apart from the a priori
fact of original freedom. Adam, by virtue
of this initial freedom, could either love
and obey God, or he could rebel. Hopper
significantly indicates that original free
dom and original sin are therefore the pos
itive and negative aspects of one and the
same principle
man's essential dignity
under God,"
Adam could never have
sinned were it not that he bore this dis
tinctively human mark the image of God.
�

�

�

Is human nature
a

gestalt?

The

dualism, a monism, or
gestalt postulate, the whole
a

is greater than the sum of its parts, is
applicable to the Christian view of human
life. The parts in this case are the body
and soul, the material and metaphysical as

pects of human

There is a unity of
personality in man, however, which is not
explicable merely on the basis of an anal
ysis of these parts. The life of the soul is
not one thing, and the life of the body
something altogether different. The life of
man is not a mere sum, "in which each
item is independent of the others and sim
ply counts for one in making up the sum.""
Both the Hfe of the soul and the life of the
body "are one and the same, i.e., the life of
man as man."** Man is an organized whole,
a

configuration,
**

nature.

a

unity,

a

person.

Hopper, op. cit, p. 301.
''Ibid., pp. 300f.
'*Ibid., p. 54.
"
Robert S. Wool worth. Contemporary Schools
of Psychology (New York: The Ronald Press
Company, 1931), p. 98.
*�
Hopper, op. cit., p. 224.
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Man is not
spirit temporarily imprisoned
soul
miserably tethered to a body, but a
flesh,
single unitary, body-spirit person made wholly for
God, and therefore finding his wholeness only in
God. It is because that fundamental central rela
.

.

.

in

tionship to God has broken down that the unity of
spirit and body has also broken down."
Thus Orr is right when he contends that
God never intended that there ever should
be a separation of the parts.** Death is an
unnatural intrusion into the complex whole
ness of human life as the result of sin. The
Christian concept of eternal life can only
be

postulated

upon the fact of Christ's

urrection. The resurrection not

only

res

sealed

hope of salvation of the soul, but it
also gave promise to the ultimate redemp
soul and body
tion of man as a gestalt
combined in one personality. Thus the
the

�

mere

soul

immortality pure survival of the
does not satisfy a true Christian con

ception of
III.

�

�

man.

Adam

:

The Fall

and

Original Sin

The third principle of the position aris
ing from this investigation is the accept
ance of the Biblical account of Adam, his
fall, and original sin, as historical. This

postulate
account

does not
is

that the Biblical
literal in every de

mean

necessarily

tail, but it does mean that the account in
Genesis is historically factual.
A

critical examination

the dominant
contemporary view. A great deal has been
written in recent years concerning man's
"fallen" and sinful state. Especially is this
true of the Dialectical theologians.** The
one characteristic of this
group of writers
which differs from that of historical or
thodoxy is the fact that the outstanding

of

of the Fall and
Original Sin discard the historical elements
of Adam's Primal Sin, and emphasize

present

day

treatments

"Herbert H.

Farmer, God and Men (New
Abingdon-Cokesbury Press, 1947), p. 90.
^
James Orr, Sidelights on Christian Doctrine
(New York: A. C. Armstrong and Son, 1909),

York:

p. 84.

^Cf., Brunner, op. cit., pp. 129ff, 145ff, 171f;
Hopper, op. cit., pp. 54f; Niebuhr, op. cit., pp.
276-280.

solely the present "fall" of each person in
dividually.
Since the universality of sin is undeni
able; since

mere

environmental influence is

insufficient to account for this universality;
there must be something intrinsic to the
human situation which gives rise to the
"original sin" of each individual. Paul S.
Rees has succinctly summarized Niebuhr's

follows:
It is not a sin to be finite, but to be finite is
to be a sinner.*" As was shown in a pre
vious chapter, Niebuhr feels that the
very anxiety of the human situation
man's ability to transcend his immediate
situation, whereby he sees its ultimate
meaning; yet his inevitable involvement in
that situation necessarily predetermines
the "fall" of each person. Creature that he
is, man attempts to construct his own
world-meaning and sets his selfish will
against the will of God; he attempts to
transform his dependence into independ
ence; his will lacks the trust necessary to
subject itself to the will of God.'* Thus,
sin inevitably arises from his creaturehood.
Such a view calls for a reinterpretation
of the Biblical narratives. Hence Paul S.
Minear calls attention to the mythopoeical
character of the Fall accounts as follows:
essential

position

in this

regard

as

�

�

Some of the apocalyptic myths stress the fall
of Adam and Eve from their paradise; some de
scribe the fall of the angels from their heavenly

the myth gives existential witness
the consciousness that 'before God, man is al
ways in the wrong.' As objective explanations of
precisely how sin entered into the world, these
tales are patently inadequate. As expressions of
the consciousness that sin has entered, that it ac
tually infects all creation, that sin enters only by
sin, and that it can be overcome only by God's
act� these myths had profound
meanings in their

paradise.

.

.

.

to

original settings."
Eden is said, therefore, to fit no geo
graphical location; Adam's fall cannot be
marked by any historical calendar. The
Fall does not fit any "aboriginal
calamity,"
""Paul S. Rees, "Our
Two Centuries," The
(Spring, 1948), p. 9.

Wesleyan Heritage After
Asbury Seminarian, III,

"Niebuhr, op. cit., pp. 250ff.
"Paul Sevier Minear, Eyes of Faith (Phila
delphia: The Westminster Press, 1946), p. 245.
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but is

dimension of present human ex
perience. Each person is his own "Adam,"
as are all men
solidarily "Adam." "Thus
Paradise before the Fall is not a period of
history, but our 'memory' of a divinely in
tended quality of life, given to us along
with our consciousness of guilt.'"'
It

a

be

might

questioned, however, wheth
this view of the "pre-fall con
sciousness," the "fall," and "original sin"
does justice to both God and the dignity
of man. If the hypothetical "first Man"
was created for
fellowship with God but
could not help repudiating it; if he had a
"memory" of a divinely intended quality of
life, but existentially could be conscious
only of a sense of guilt; can the God who
originally created him in this pathetically
polarized fashion be said to be good, holy,
or just?
Is it not a contradiction to say
that God created man for a certain pur
pose, but that existentially that creation de
feated its intent, not through a miscarriage
of the original potentiality, but intrinsically
and inevitably? Except on the basis of a
limited atonement or of universalism, this
view of the human situation is incompat
ible with the Christian view of God.
er

or

not

It

might be argued that the revelation of
God through Christ, and the mediation and
reconciliation Christ provided is the way of
escape for

man

; that the "Lamb slain from

the foundation of the world" is co-existent
with creation. What about those multitudes
who never have and never will hear of

Christ? Are

they

to be damned

merely

be

were
intended to be human
in
involved
an
inevitable situation of
beings
rebellion against God? Does not such a
view contradict the very concept of human
freedom? If some semblance of human
freedom is not admitted, the a priori of
self-transcendence disappears; and if selftranscendence is denied, man is merely an
animal, not a man. Hopper maintains that
"the notion of original sin must be under
stood against a prior fact the fact of
original freedom which it implies."" If
original freedom means, as Hopper defines
cause

they

�

"

'*

Whale, op. cit., p. 52.
Hopper, tip. cit., p. 54.

initial freedom of each man to love
and obey God or to rebel, the human sit
uation does not necessarily pre-condition
But if sin is
or pre-determine man to sin.
inevitable and universal as experience, his

it,

an

orthodoxy, and many leading con
temporary theologians attest, hence val
idating the "notion" of original sin; if the
facts of the case point to the "inexplicable
certainty that all men have fallen short of
the glory of God;"�� it must be admitted
that man no longer possesses the full use
of original freedom whereby he is free to

torical

choose otherwise than to rebel. He is not
responsible, therefore, for an individual
"fall," involving an existential and per
sonal "original sin." His sinfulness must
be contingent upon something prior to his

present existence and person; it

must be

determined. This is exactly the
to which an historical treatment of
the Fall and Original Sin as found in Gen
esis leads.
Original Sin the perversion of a virtue.
In treating original sin as an historical act
of Adam, Hopper's statement is appro
priate "the notion of original sin must be
understood against a prior fact the fact
of original freedom which it implies," the
initial freedom to be obedient or disobe
dient to God ; to love him or fear him.
Thus, original sin can truly be said to be a
negative assertion of the essential dignity
of man under God. It may be said, there
fore, that evil in the human situation is to
a large extent perverted good, not the
pri
vation of good. In a word, original sin rep
resents the negative assertion, not a mere
lack of realization, of that principle in
human nature freedom which is intrinsic
to man's dignity under God.

causally
position

�

�

�

�

Man

created

�

free moral agent.
This is the necessary a priori of his selftranscendence and essential personality.
Such a view is necessary to a proper under
standing of the imago Dei. Hence, no one
can deny that man's freedom was not
only
absolutely essential, but also a virtue. It was
at this point, however, that virtue became
a vice, a
perverted good. Man used his
was

Loc. cit.

a
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freedom to digress from the will of God
and to sever that personal relationship with
God for which he was created. Hence,
Curtis, Niebuhr, Brunner, and a host of
other theologians maintain that personal
sin is basically selfishness and pride selfwill versus God's will. The original sin was
the misuse of a virtue; it was self-deter
�

mination

perverted.
only adequate explanation

of the
Primal Sin is that Adam and Eve inten
tionally violated God's law by following
self-interest instead of God's mandates.
Curtis supports the contention that evil in
the human situation is misused or perverted
good by pointing out that this first dis
obedience came out of four motives: (1)
The

physical desire the fruit was good to eat,
(2) cosmic curiosity to eat was to become
as wise as God,
(3) the personal spring
�

�

toward

self-assertion a disobedience to
God's command that the tree be left alone,
and (4) social influence as manifested by
Eve giving of the forbidden fruit to Adam.
Each of these motives is not only good but
absolutely essential to man, but all four
can become evil if and when
they urge a
moral person to disobey God."
IV.

�

The Personal
sequences

a

OF

Racial Con
Original Sin
and

Fourth conclusion: The Fall constituted
personal sin for Adam, and as such had

severe

personal consequences, but in addi

tion, this Primal Sin had racial
which have
alien from God.

quences
race

rendered the

conse

whole

The true effects of the Fall cannot be
fully appreciated aside from some under
standing of both man's constitution and
that of the world in which he lives in re
lation to God's will. E.

Stanley Jones

maintains that not only is the true
way of
life to be found in the
Holy
even

though these

are

ance, but the nature of

Scriptures,
primary import
reality supports the

of

Christian way of life. God proposed to re
deem the world through Christ, but it
should also be remembered that the world
was
created through Christ.
"Through
"

Curtis, op. cit..

p. 197.

exist
into being apart from him.""

him all existence
ence

came

"For it

was

by

came

into

being,

him that all

created both in heaven and
the seen and the unseen.
Kingdom of God is not

on

.

.

through special revelation,
real sense, all things have

no

things

were

earth, both

.'"*

Thus the

only

manifest

but in

a

very

the stamp of
least the signature

Christ upon them, or at
of God.'" Christ, therefore,

came

not

only

God and the purpose of redemp
tion for the soul, but he also came to man
ifest true humanity; the way men were
created to live.
to reveal

In man's very constitution and nature
he
physically, mentally, and spiritually

�

�

made

by

God to be in

personal rela
tionship of dependence upon Him; and
being so constituted, he cannot properly
was

a

live or find rest outside of God. Augustine
voiced this same opinion when he said,
"Thou hast made us for thyself, and we
restless until we rest in Thee."
will of God is not something other
are

or

opposed

to your real nature.

The

than,

It is your

real

nature.'"" Brunner agrees that God
leaves the imprint of his nature
upon what
ever he does; the creation of the
world
must be considered a revelation and self-

communication of God." Thus logic com
pels a modification of Barth's animus
against Natural Theology.
The doctrine of predestination�that some are
predestined to heaven and some to hell�has been
rightly thrown out of the window. But does it
now come back
again through the door of mani
fest fact? Is there a
destiny written into the na
ture of reality, written into our
blood, nerves, tis-

"'The New Testament: A New Translation
by
James Moffatt. (New edition,
revised; New
York: Harper and
Brothers, Publishers, 1935),
John 1:3.
*^Ihid., Colossians 1:16.
'*E. Stanley Jones, The
Way (New York- Ab

ingdon-Cokesbury Press, 1941),
""E.

p. 7.

Stanley Jones, Is the Kingdom of God
York:
(New
Realism?
Abingdon-Cokesbury
Press, 1940), p. 73.
"Heinrich Emil Brunner, Nature and Grace.
(English translation of Natur und Gnade: Zwm
Gesprach mit Karl Barth with the reply, Nein!
by Karl Barth appearing in the one volume en
titled. Natural Theology. London: Goeffrey Bles
Ltd., The Centenary Press, 1946), p. 25.
'
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relationships into everything? Are we pre
destined by the very nature of things to be Chris
tian? And is that destiny not merely written in
the Bible, but written in us, in the very make-up
of our being?"
sues,

�

The point to be made here is not that
Adam sinned against nature; he sinned
against God and reversed his proper rela
tionship to God; nevertheless, in so doing
he also transgressed the laws of his being.
As a gestalt not one part of his essential
constitution was- left unaffected. Mention
has already been made that death the un
natural separation of his essential being
into its component parts was one result of
sin. But not only was death an unnatural
effect ; all sin was contrary to his consti
tution and thus unnatural. In this sense,
when a man sins he not only affects his
relationship to God or his fellows, but he
really militates against himself, for he was
designed for conformity to God's law. This
is but another way of stating that sin is its
own
punishment. Adam broke himself
upon the law of God, just as has every
sinner since.
�

�

The consequence of Adam's sin, there
fore, was total that is, it extended to his
total life, and more than that, to the world
over which he had been given dominion.
When he chose to have his wilful way in
�

the design of God, he dis
whole of his relationships. Man
person who stands at all times in some

preference
rupted the
is

a

to

Belief or non-belief,
rebellion
obedience or
may condition that
relationship, but man's relationship to God
never ceases. To the very core and essence
of his being man is related to God, "for
when God creates a man, he creates that
relationship by the same act without the
relationship there would be no man."** But

relationship

to God.

�

relationships were wholly
designed for alignment with God's will, and
when man rebelled, the relationship became
Rather than an
a source of oppression.
inward fulfillment, the negative relation
ship produced a sense of being ill at ease,
estranged, inwardly outraged, and guilty.
mati

and his total

"Jones, The Way, loc. cit.
Farmer, op. cit., pp. 79f,

"

Thus rebellion at once brought condemna
tion upon Adam. Sin began to be its own
punishment, for he alienated himself not
only from God, but also from the way he
was made to live.
Hence, not only was the
central relationship of his life his rela
distorted, but he was
tionship to God
caught in a vicious circle he himself was
undone. He chose to "save his life," and,
behold he had "lost it !"
The result of sin was a tragic blindness.
Adam lost his vision and perspective. No
�

�

�

could he see the truth concerning
himself, nor could he discern the true
meaning of his life. He could no longer
know God's will for himself, but was left

longer

wanderer,

a

out

of sorts with God and

with himself.
The
reason why sin blinds has to do
with the fact that God's claim upon man is writ
ten into the very constitution of his being
or,
though man can refuse it, he cannot escape
it. He can no more escape it than he can escape
being a man. The claim of God is upon him and
in him all the time ^because he is a man. What
is the result? For the sake of his own peace of
mind there begins in the sinner's mind a process
of disguising from himself the real nature of his
.

.

.

.

.

.

�

.

.

.

�

self-centered desires, his refusal of the claim of
God
rationalization ....**
.

.

.

Had all of this been limited to himself
tragic, but the

the result would have been
consequences of Adam's sin

were

not

mere

ly personal, they were racial. Some doc
trine of solidarity, based upon the headship
of the race in Adam, is necessary to under
stand adequately the transmission of de
pravity arising from the original sin. Such
is the view of Paul, Augustine, Luther,
Calvin, and Wesley. The consequence upon
the race was individually and racially in
herited depravity, which is far from mean
ing that each individual is held culpable
for original sin. Original sin as guilt can
not be transmitted! The Original Sin was
committed once and for all by the repre
sentative of the race Adam and the re
sult is not that each person is guilty of that
sin or inherits that sin, rather, he inherits
the result of that sin alienation and inher
ited depravity. For the purposes of this
�

�

�

Ibid.,

p.

85.

�
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conclusion, this distinction between original
should be borne in mind.
Original sin was the personal sinful act of
Adam, whereas the racial consequences are
expressed in terms of inherited depravity,
which originated in original sin to be sure,
but is not identical with it. It is just as ab
surd to talk about the transmission of orig
inal sin as it is to refer to the atonement
�the act of the New Adam�as transmis
sible to each believer. The act of the atone
ment was completed once and for all. It is

sin and

depravity

transmissible from person to person ; it
is the benefit, the result of that completed
act, which is bestowed upon the New Is

not

rael.

When Adam sinned his communion with
God was severed. It is true that as a man
his relationship to God could not be sev
of rebel
that God should have oc

ered, but it became
lion.

The

place

a

relationship

man's life was replaced by
cupied
egocentricity. Hence, the Spirit of God
in

forced to withdraw from man's life.
Much as he might be sorry for his plight,

was

therefore,

man no

longer had

live in the state of his
ness.
For, as has been

the power to

original righteous
pointed out, man

constituted within his very nature to
live according to God's will, and in com
munion with him. As Curtis puts it, "man
needs to have for organization the motive
of moral love."^� When man replaced this
was

a motive of selfhis
life
lost
its
center
and organizing
love,
principle. His natural tendencies were no
longer united and aligned with God's will,
but were left to their own caprices. Man's

motive of moral love with

original tendency toward good became a
tendency toward evil, for in this disrupted
state, without God's fellowship as the in
tegrative factor, he was helpless. He could
never bring order out of chaos for he him
self

that chaos.
It is common to refer to various aspects
of Adam's nature as having been lost.
Thus it is said that Adam lost his freedom,
he lost his rational powers, he lost his
moral sense, all involved in the loss of the
image of God. The use of this word "lost"
"

was

materialistic
may carry with it unfortunate
not
lose
did
overtones. Adam
any of these
essential elements of his humanity. They

original potency because
his nature became disrupted and disinte
grated. They lost "stature" simply because
they served an unworthy purpose that of
egocentric living. The loss of the imago
simply

�

defacement, not a destruction. The
basic loss, therefore, was that of fellow
was

p. 201.

a

ship and communion with God ; the loss of
the Holy Spirit as the true organizing prin
ciple of his nature. The cause of this loss,
his egocentricity, was found to be entirely
insufficient as a replacement, for it was
contrary to his constitutional design.
Adam's broken fellowship was extended
to the whole of the race. Every human be
ing is born with this transcendental rela
tionship to God so distorted by virtue of
Adam's original sin, that aside from re
demption, the true integrative principle of
his life the Spirit of God is inaccessible.
In this sense, depravity may be said to be
inherited, for it inevitably results from
man's position under God as an alien.
Why God thus chose to make Adam repre
sentative of the race is in the last analysis
inexplicable, but that he did is the clear
testimony of both the Bible and historic
orthodoxy.
How is depravity transmitted?
Sangster
objects to the conception of depravity as a
thing. Paul S. Rees aptly summarizes the
objections of several contemporary writers.
These theologians charge traditional ortho
doxy, especially Wesleyan Arminianism,
with erring by
thinking of man's depravity
as a
a
"thing,
quantum, an entity in itself,
�

�

which can be removed like a cancer
tooth."" Modern research in

or a

heredity

bad
has

exploded the myth
characteristics.

of inherited acquired
Were depravity an entity,

"something" positive

in the human na
its
ture,
transmission would be out of the
a

question.
Curtis explains depravity on the basis of
the unorganized character of the individual
W. E. Sangster, The Path to
Perfection
(New York: Abingdon-Cokesbury Press, 1943).
p.

Curtis, op. cit.,

lost their

187.

Rees, op. cit.,

p. 10.

HUMAN NATURE
Man possesses all of the native ele
ments of human nature, but they are a
cluster of unrelated items, Man is born

life.

into the world in this

inorganic

condition.

originally intended that man should
be a fully organized individual through a
life of constant personal intimacy with
God; "to have his moral life perfectly sat
urated with that blessed holy fellowship.'"'
It

was

Thus it

was

intended that

man

should be at

God;
personal vision
and intimacy with God was intercepted and
perverted by the racial representative. The
but this

home with

best

organizing principle

can

now

science,
Hence,

upon which

man

build his moral person is con
which is altogether inadequate.
instead of the moral love and fel

lowship which are necessary for man to be
come
wholly organized, he lives under
moral fear, realizing his creatureliness and
dependence, yet severed from the source of
"No wonder he is afraid all alone out
there under that vast, ever-growing, ab
solutely pitiless moral demand."*'
life.

In this
in

Adam,

the whole race, solidarily
involved in the negation of
with God. Hence to be born

manner
was

the fellowship
a human being

be born depraved,
of the race
member
simply
is to be born under the negation of com
munion with God, and thus to be disorgan
to

a

acquired characteristics foreign
original human nature are involved.

ized.
to

means

to be born

for

No

Since Adam's descendants are born under
the curse which deprives human nature of
the Spirit of God as its integrating factor,
hereditary depravity "is only the law of
natural heredity, but that law operating
under the
consequence of Adam's
.

.

.

sin.""
Curtis, loc. cit.

God thus forced to withdraw
from communion with the race? If the
descendants of Adam are not born actually
sinful; if the guilt of the original sin is
not imputed to them; why should God's
Spirit be withtdrawn from them? This
question involves the holiness, justice, and
love of God, and is related principally to
the doctrine of God and soteriology rather
than to the specific discussion of Christian
anthropology. Curtis finds no other explan
ation for the recession of the divine per
sonal companionship from the race than
the realistic fact of God's hatred for sin.
This hatred is not sentimentality, nor is it
impersonal or arbitrary; it arises from the
very holiness of his being,

Why

was

we are to think
of the law of God's
holiness as plunging eternally into his absolutely
exhaustive self -consciousness, and there furnishing
motive for an active, personal hatred of all sin
as a violation of that fundamental holiness. Thus,
God not only hates sin, but he means to hate it."
...

...

Universal sinning is a fact of experience
which cannot be denied. It merely attests
the fact that the fellowship between God
and the race is broken, but does not explain
why. But God did effect a means of rec

onciliation, as will be indicated later. Man
kind, through Adam, had broken that fel

lowship,
man

and

man

in his

Yet
condition without that
was caught in a mael

had to restore it.

helpless
fellowship

necessary
strom from which extrication

sible.

Hence God alone

vide the

means

was

impos

able to pro
of restoration. The only
was

the

God-man, Christ Jesus.
The fact still stands, however, that racially
this communion is severed, and to be born
answer

was

into the
yet in a

race

is to be

dependent
negative relationship to

(To

*^

Loc. cit. et seq.
"H. Orton Wiley, Christian Theology (Kan
sas City: Beacon Hill Press, 1941), II, p. 125.
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"

Curtis, op. cit.,

he

continued)

p. 204.

upon God

him.

John C.

Blackford

The joy of the returning alumni of Asbury Theological
1948 Commencement is well expressed by a stanza in an old
Wesley, which reads:
And

are we

Glory and

each other's face?
Jesus give. For His redeeming grace.

yet alive, And

praise

to

Seminary at the
hymn by Charles

see

The Commencement season, climaxing the twenty-fifth year of the Seminary,
was most auspicious, being marked by many significant events. At the graduation
exercises Dr. J. C. McPheeters awarded the degree of Bachelor of Divinity to
fifty-five men and three women. In addition three women received the Master of
Rehgious Education degree. At the close of the summer session nine degrees are
to be awarded, including five M.R.E. and four B.D. degrees. This is the largest
class in the history of our Alma Mater. When we consider the fact that eight
years ago there were less students enrolled than graduated this year, we must ex
claim: "What hath God wrought!" Honorary degrees were conferred upon
Bishop Dionisio D. Alejandro of the Philippine Islands, and upon Bishop Shot K.
Mondol of India. The Commencement speaker was Bishop Ralph S. Cushman,
who spoke challengingly on the subject, "The Centrality of Christ."

One of the highlights of Alumni Day, which was held on
Monday, was the
meeting of the Alumni Association with Dr. Don A. Morris presiding. Although
only in its second year, the Association is thriving, and is making a noteworthy
contribution to Asbury Seminary. The meeting was attended
by a large number
of graduates, and it is believed that the
of
Alumni
change
Day from Saturday to
Monday will make it possible for many more to be present in the future. The
climax of Alumni Day came
during the Alumni Banquet in the evening in Larabee-Morris Hall, at which time over one hundred
guests honored Dr. and Mrs.
Frank Paul Morris, who are
retiring from the faculty after a quarter of a century
of consecrated service. Dr. Morris recounted some of
the memorable experiences
m their
teaching ministry, much to the edification of those in attendance.
At the banquet Dr. McPheeters
spoke of the need for loyal support by the
alumni of the Living Endowment
Campaign in order that four hundred one-hun
dred-dollar scholarships may be secured each
year. There are over four hundred
of us, and we alumni will be able to
carry out successfully this important project
If each of us will be
for
one
responsible
scholarship. Dr. McPheeters' fertile
mind has brought forth the idea of an Alumni
devotional book which would be
made up of daily devotional selections for
the year contributed
by Seminary
graduates. You will be hearing more about this matter soon.
of Asbury
Theological Seminary is bright, for Dr. McPheeters is
^T'^
tak ng up his residence
Wilmore and will give his full attention to the
affairs
^^^^^^^^
^^^"^t^' enrollment figures
hlh ^'Tr^^' I
completed.
that
m

"'"^

hif

*�

are

.

nrT^l

T

th. Lord
T
n
shall
ing of the
continue to be with
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Pray daily
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beloved Seminary

the rkh bless

The Background of the Greek
New Testament'
J.

Harold Greenlee

The Greek text from which the Author
ized or "King James" Version of the New
Testament was made is known as the "Re
ceived" Text or Textus Receptus. This
form of the Greek New Testament was the
standard text of the Christian Church for
thousand years prior to the appearance
of the Authorized Version.
Beginning
a

with the

of the Revised Version

publication

1881, however,
English versions,
the
Revised
and the
American
including
Revised Standard versions, have been

in

recent

based upon a form of the Greek text which
differs appreciably from the Textus Re
ceptus by various omissions, changes, and a
for the
most part, are minor details; but there are
instances where a phrase or passage is in
few

These

additions.

question, as well as
iant, though small,
For

an

changes,

instances where

a

var

is important.

understanding of

the transition

from the Greek of the Authorized Version
the Textus Receptus to the form of
the Greek text now commonly accepted,
some understanding of the history of the
It
Greek New Testament is necessary.

�

are

called, almost certainly perished during

the

early days

of the church. Since we do
not possess the originals, our knowledge
of what the New Testament writers ac
tually wrote is necessarily secondary. The
first, and most important, source is actual

Greek

manuscripts of the New Testament
or portions thereof.
Of the 4000 extant
manuscripts, the latest were written as late
as the invention of
printing; while the two
B and Codex alCodex
oldest, designated
eph were probably written as early as the
fourth century. Some portions and frag
ments of manuscripts are dated as early as
the first part of the third century. Man
uscripts written in uncial, or modified cap

from the second through
the tenth centuries; while those written in
minuscule letters, a sort of "literary long

ital,

letters

come

from the ninth century up to
the time of printing.* Most Greek manu

hand,"

come

scripts

are

lum.

written

The very

parchment, or vel
earliest uncial fragments,
on

�

should be recognized that this story is none
too clear at a good many points. Neverthe
less, a working hypothesis may be offered
as a basis for the understanding of the

background

of the Greek New Testament.
3)C

jjc

5|c

SjS

seriously claims that any of the
original manuscripts of the New Testament
These "autographs," as they
are known.
No

one

*

This article is based upon a paper of the same
title read by the author at the University of Ken

tucky Foreign Language Conference, Lexington,
April 23, 1948. It is a semi-popular survey rather
than an advanced or technical presentation.

however,

are

on

papyrus; while paper be

gan to be used about the thirteenth century
and had entirely replaced parchment by the

end of the fifteenth century. A third type of
Greek manuscripts are lectionaries lesson
�

containing portions of the New Tes
tament selected for reading in church serv
books

ices.
were

lectionaries are known which
written in the earliest manuscript
No

period.
The second principal source of knowl
edge of the Greek text is the versions of
New Testament. Translation of the
New Testament into other languages was
the natural outgrowth of missionary ac-

the

"

It will be observed that both uncial and minus
cule manuscripts were produced in the ninth and
tenth centuries.

J. HAROLD GREENLEE
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tivity;

and the New Testament

seems

to

undergone translation before it was
a century old. The earliest versions, which
are therefore the most important for the
have

text of the New

Testament,

are

the several

(the Old Latin and the Vulgate'),
Syriac (principally the Sinaitic, Curetonian, Peshitto,* and the Palestinian Syriac
Latin

lectionary), and Egyptian versions (prin
cipally the Sahidic and Bohairic). It is
not, of course, the language of the version
itself which constitutes its value, but rather
the light which the version throws upon

the Greek text from which the version was
made. While a version will obviously be
of no assistance in some types of variants,
such as spelling, it may be very helpful in
others. A version, for instance, would be
of no help in deciding between the var
iants KpdppaTOV and KpdcpaTOV. On the
other hand, in I Tim. 3:16 there is a var
iant

between

8q d(|)av�pcb9r| and Ssoq
�<j)av�pcb9r| ("who was manifested" and
"God was manifested"). These variants
may be traced back to the uncial

scripts,

where oq

was

manu

written OC and

Qeoc;

was abbreviated 60.
These variants, so
similar in Greek, would be
respectively qui
and deus in Latin, so that it can
easily be
determined from which Greek
reading
either Latin reading is derived.

The third

principal source is, by its very
nature, fragmentary, but is nonetheless of
definite value in
reconstructing the history
of the transmission of the Greek text. This
source is the
quotations from the New Tes
tament which are found in the
early Chris
tian writings,
particularly those of the
Church Fathers. If no ancient
manuscripts
of the New Testament were known at
all,
it would still be
possible to reconstruct
practically the entire book from the mul
titude of quotations which are found in
the patristic writings.
Versions and patristic quotations have a
valuable contribution to make to the knowl
edge of the Greek Testament, provided
'

Still the official version of the
Roman Catholic
church.

*The version still in common
more than a thousand
years.

use

today

after

certain obvious cautions are observed. It
must be ascertained, first of all, that the
reading of the quotation or version as it
now stands has not itself suffered change
from the way in which it was first written ;
then it must be decided whether the orig
inal quotation, or reading of the version,
was intended to represent the Greek accur
ately rather than loosely. If these tests can
satisfactorily be met, the fact that a given
version or Church Father's quotations use
a given set of variants indicate to some
extent a place and an approximate date at
which those variants were known and ac

cepted.
*

*

*

*

The early history of the Greek New
Testament was in certain respects different
from that of most classical literature.
Most of the books of the New Testament

written,

literature or for lit
but
rather
as private or
erary purposes,
semi-private writings. In the second place,
the expectation of the imminent return of
Christ and of the end of the age would
hardly encourage the preservation of the
writings of the New Testament for the
were

not as

coming

centuries.
Finally, whereas the
works of the classical writers could be
cop
ied by professional scribes and corrected

by official library copies, the copying of the
New Testament
manuscripts would be done
largely by non-professionals. There would
therefore be less
opportunity to set up or
retain an official text.
Indeed, the manu
scripts belonging to churches, which would
most nearly
represent a local official text,
would be the very
manuscripts most likely

to be

confiscated

or
destroyed in persecu
It is not
surprising, therefore, to
find that within the
very early period of
the transmission of the New
Testament a
multitude of variations had arisen in
the

tions.

text.

There would be

more

opportunity

for

comparison of readings of
manuscripts
within a given
community, however; and

certain groups of variants and
character
istic
can
be
readings
identified with certain
localities in the Mediterranean world.

With the recognition of
the official religion of the
the period of

Christianity
Empire

as

in 325

appreciable variation in the

THE BACKGROUND OF THE GREEK NEW TESTAMENT
text of the

New Testament

end ;
possible to have careful
written,
ly
easily accessible manuscripts.
This, together with the reverence in which
the New Testament, was now held,
gave
rise to a standardized text from which new
was

at

an

for it then became

manuscripts were copied and toward which
old manuscripts tended to be corrected.
This standardizing process probably con
tinued for four centuries or so, for the
need of complete verbal agreement of all
manuscripts was doubtless not too keenly
felt. If the second and third centuries
comprised the period of divergence of

manuscript readings, the fourth through
the seventh might be called the period of
the convergence of readings. During this
period, manuscripts exhibiting the variant
readings of various localities would tend to
be either corrected to the standard text or
else set aside and not officially used. This
correction
of
manuscripts, incidentally,
would rarely be complete; with the result
that many manuscripts would come to have
which

mixture of the older
local text with the more obvious elements
of the standardized text, and would pass
along this mixed text to any manuscripts
copied from them.
a

text

was

a

How completely this standard text be
came the
recognized Greek text of the New
Testament is pointed out by Sir Frederic
Kenyon in his very readable book. The
Story of the Bible. Kenyon states that
96% of the extant manuscripts of the
Greek New Testament are later than the

eighth century,

and of these

only a hand
ful show any substantial variation from the
standard text that is, contain an appre
ciable amount of readings from the old
local texts from which the standardized
�

made." This standard church text,
commonly designated the Byzantine text,
the text of practically all the later Greek
manuscripts, naturally became the text
which was used in the early printed Greek
New Testaments. Due to human frailty,
so
long as the New Testament was handed
down only in handwritten form, even this
text

was

'Kenyon,
p. 39.

Sir F. G.

:

The

Story of the Bible,
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standardized text would vary slightly from

manuscript

to

manuscript.

But with the

printed editions it became possible

to pro

duce a completely standard text. The Byz
antine type of text, in the form in which it
became the accepted Greek text of the New

Testament, became known as the Textus
Receptus ; and it is this form of the Greek
New Testament from which the Author
ized Version was made. This form of the
text remained the accepted Greek text until
well within the past century.
The first printed Greek New Testament
was edited
by Erasmus and was published
in 1516, based upon a few manuscripts,
none

pened

very

ancient, which Erasmus hap

have.

The Textus Receptus, or
Text, as it is commonly used
in
today
England and America is the edi
tion of Robert Estienne (Stephanus) of
1550; while in Europe it is the 1633 edition
of Elzevir. These latter two editions are
almost identical, and they in turn differ
only slightly from the edition of Erasmus.
to

Received

About a century after the first Greek
New Testament was printed, there began
the series of discoveries which ultimately
displaced the Textus Receptus from its
dominant position. As early as 1627 an
ancient codex of the Greek Testament
reached England as the gift of Cyril Lucar,
patriarch of Constantinople. This manu
script, the now famous Codex Alexandrinus (Cod. A), proved to have been
written about the fifth century, and was
therefore much older than any other
known manuscript. Moreover, it was found
to contain many readings at variance with
the Received Text readings whose age
demanded that they somehow be accounted
for. The impact of Codex Alexandrinus
upon Biblical scholarship was such as to
inaugurate, slowly but with increasing momemtum, a search for and the publication
of the text of ancient New Testament
manuscripts a search which is still con
tinuing. This search proved highly reward
ing, both in the recovery of ancient manu
scripts and in revealing ancient readings
in some of the later manuscripts; but for
two centuries the results of this search
were limited to listing variant readings as
�

�

J.
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critical apparatus to the Textus Recep
tus, without attempting to change the text
itself.
a

*

*

*

*

(Codd.

D and

D2), which together include

the New Testament and which con
tain some rather striking and characteristic
readings. Together with these they lumped
most of

miscellaneous assortment of variants and
designated it the "Western" text. The

a

beginning with the
year 1830 marks the struggle for revision
of the Received Text in the light of what
was by then a considerable body of read
The

half -century

ings which gave evidence of being more
nearly the original reading than the cor
responding readings found in the Textus
Receptus. Many scholars worthy of men
tion contributed to the establishment of

a

text; but the epoch-making work
largely through which the struggle was
consummated was the joint labor of two
English clergymen, B. F. Westcott and
F. J. A. Hort. Building upon the founda
tions which earlier scholars had laid, West
cott and Hort published an edition of the

better

New Testament which set aside the Textus

Receptus in favor of a text which they felt
represented practically the original words
of the New Testament. It is worth noting
that both these scholars were on the com
mittee which produced the Revised Ver
sion of the New Testament ; and their new
edition of the Greek Testament, almost

ready

for

used in the

publication, was considerably
English version.

Westcott and Hort's theory of
the transmission of the text, however, rath
er than their edition of the New Testament,
which has ranked their work as the out
standing contribution in the history of text
ual criticism. They advanced the theory
that the original wording of the New Tes
tament had been preserved almost
exactly
in what amounted to the consensus of the
two fourth century manuscripts, Codices
Vaticanus and Sinaiticus (Codd. B and aleph), which are still recognized as the two
oldest and best manuscripts. This concensus
It

was

they called the "Neutral" text. Another
small group of ancient and
good manu
and
versions
scripts
they designated the
"Alexandrian" text, postulating that it was
a
scholarly revision of the Neutral text,
made at Alexandria. A third
text-type they
based primarily upon two
Co

dex

Bezae

manuscripts

and

Codex

Claromontanus

Byzantine text, which they
called the "Syrian" text, was represented by
practically everything else, including almost
all of the later manuscripts, versions, and
quotations. Westcott and Hort maintained
standardized

that this standardized text had been pro
duced from the other text-types, by a proc
ess of conflation of reading, selection of
the

readings of one and another of the
texts, by smoothing over difficult wordings
and abrupt transitions, etc. They there
fore concluded that no reading of the Text
us Receptus could be correct unless it was
given by one of the earlier texts. The
readings of the Neutral text, moreover,
would almost always be preferred to any
other evidence.
Textual criticism will forever be indebt
ed to Westcott and Hort for their part in
establishing these better readings desig
nated a "critical" text because it is estab
�

lished
as
the

by principles of textual criticism
accepted Greek text of the New
Testament. Nevertheless, in the half-cen
tury since the publication of their work

�

certain modifications have had to be made
in their theory, due to further research
and discoveries. One of the most
signif
icant of these is the isolation of what
ap
pears to be a new text-type,
from

partially

Westcott and Hort's "Western" text. This
new
text
is now commonly
designated
"Csesarean" because it seems to have been
used by Origen and Eusebius in Caesarea.
Developments leading up to the establishnient of this text include the
discovery of
similarities among the following : two fam
ilies of minuscule
manuscripts, headed re
spectively by Codex 1 and Codex 13; Co
dex 0, an uncial
manuscript of rather un
certain date; part of Codex
W; the minus
cule codices 28, 565, and
700; the Chester
Beatty papyrus P4S ; the Georgian, Armen
ian, and the Palestinian
Syriac versions;
and the Gospel
quotations from the writ
ings of Eusebius, Cyril of
and

Jerusalem,

THE BACKGROUND OF THE
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part of Origen's writings.

The Caesarean
divided into
family 13 and
Codex 9 respectively, with the former
group native not to Csesarea but possibly
to the Fayum
region of Egypt.
text itself may now need to be
two texts, centered around

A second modification of the
theory of
Westcott and Hort is the combination
by
most scholars of the so-called Neutral and

Alexandrian texts, under the
designation
"Alexandrian." This is due to a
feeling
that the two do not represent separate text-

types but merely degrees of faithfulness

to

single text-type. The designation, or at
least the implication, of the term "Neutral
text" has largely been discarded. It is felt
that no one or two single
manuscripts can
claim to have preserved all of the
original
words of the New Testament, in
a

complete

accuracy.

explanation of its origin and these readings
is yet to be given.
*

*

3|:

:|c

There are some thousands of variants
within the manuscripts of the New Tes
tament. The sources of these variants are
the 4000 extant
manuscripts of the Greek
text and 9000
manuscripts of various ver
sions a number far in excess of the man
uscripts of almost any classical writer.
These manuscripts carry the text tradition
back to within two or three centuries of
the original writings, which is far closer
than in the case of most ancient literature.
This mass of variants make it
probable that
the search for the exact
original words of
the New Testament will be "an eternal
�

ap
toward an unrealizable ideal";
but on the other hand the
probability is
small
indeed that any real
very
of the

proximation

part

should be completely lost from this
excellent body of witnesses. Moreover, the
text

In

spite of these modifications of theory,
however, a variant attested by the Alex
andrian

witnesses including the codices
Vaticanus and Sinaiticus is almost always
accepted as the best reading, and the text
as reconstructed
by Westcott and Hort still
stands essentially approved.
The so-called Western text, in addition
to losing part of its tribe to the
Caesarean,
has been subjected to much further
study,

particularly

77

to account for its
many

iar additions in Luke and

Acts; but

two most

widely divergent manuscripts of
the New Testament would show a verbal
agreement of approximately 90%. We may
therefore agree with Kenyon that "the
gen
eral result of all these discoveries and all
this study is to strengthen the proof of the
authenticity of the Scriptures, and our con
viction that we have in our hands, in sub
stantial integrity, the veritable Word of
God.'"

pecul
a

full

"Ihid.,

p. 144.

Documents of the Christian Church, Select
ed and Edited by Henry Bettenson,
Oxford University Press, N. Y., 1947
(formerly issued in Great Britain
1943 )

449 pages.

$1.75.

layman once said to
his minister: "Pastor, some Sunday morn
ing when you don't have something else to
do, won't you tell us what happened be
It is

tween

reported

that

a

Pentecost and the Reformation?"

This volume, distributed at such an at
tractive price, would help to fill in the gaps
during this period so little known by the
Especially an age
average churchman.
which has so tragically lost its historical

perspective might

well be

urged

to return

Christian classics for inspiration.
Obviously the quantity is so vast as to be
overwhelming. But this selection of docu
ments from the primary sources, adequate
for the most part as prolegomena to
more
detailed study, may serve well to
introduce the serious-minded to the class
ical wealth of the Christian tradition.
the

to

The editor and

the well-

Contents."

Second,

mended for
organized "Table
the

to be

publishers
several things: First,
are

of

interpretative interpolations

com

(set

in

brackets so as not to become confused with
the documents of the sages!). Third, the

historical and literary footnotes. Finally,
the construction of the book-binding, print
ing, paper and format.
Special mention should be made of the
section

iarity with historic aberrations might

lead one to feel that there is little "new
under the sun." It could even disturb our
pride of modernity!
There is a slight suspicion in the mind
of the reviewer that the treatment of the
Church, the Ministry, and the Sacraments
betrays a selection favoring a pecuUar view
of "orders." If so, perhaps a reading of
Church Life and Church Order During the
First Four Centuries by the late James
Vernon Bartlet of Mansfield College, Ox
ford (edited by Cecil John Cadoux; Basil
Blackwell, Oxford, 1943) would be a
healthful antidote.
On the other hand, the section "The Au
thority of the Holy See" should give point
to intelligent protests against the arrogant
and unfounded claims of

self-conscious

Roman

"From the

Present,"
been

a

proportion
iastical

at

or

the

else

Person and Work of Christ" (and
sections) is well edited. A careful
of

these

pages,

focus much

light

say

from

"The
related

reading

42-88, would

upon the so-called "con

temporary" Christological problem.

Famil

simply

his

own

eccles

familiarity.

statement

of

Imperialism.

Reformation. If this
would have involved two volumes instead
of one, so much the better.
On the whole the selections from the
Continental Reformation are well chosen.
Perhaps the articles dealing with the
Church of England betray either (or both)
the editor's own disproportionate sense of
made

faith.

treatment

contemporary

Council of Chalcedon to the
further division could have

those who want

Likewise, the

a

One could wish that the edition might
have been divided into three parts instead
of two. That is, instead of Part II being

"Creeds." While brief, perhaps
unnecessarily so, it does show the integral
relation of the three great affirmations of
on

even

The contributions concerning the mod
ern Roman Church should be welcomed
by
a first-hand authoritative
of Romish claims.
It should
likewise be read by those who are tempted
by the intellectual fascination of NeoThomism. Two conclusions would seem
inevitable: 1) the present Roman Church
is not the Church of
Aquinas' day (to say
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nothing of the days of Augustine). And,
2) a person can be intellectually respect
able without being a "Neo-Scholastic."
The most glaring defect of the book is
the scant reference to

indicate not

Non-Conformity.

To

only serious omission but an
inexcusable mis-impression are the articles
selected for Wesleyanism.
That "The
Deed of Declaration," "The Plan of Pacif
ication," and "The Model Trust Deed" are
historically important none will deny. But
that they represent the vitality and ren
aissance of classical Christianity found in
Methodism is sheer effrontery.
a

Nevertheless, this is

valuable hand
book. More from it should not be sought;
beyond it are the histories. Back of it is
the mind and heart of a virile Christendom.
a

Christian

the

Church
should remind us that something did hap
pen between Pentecost and the Reforma
Documents

of

Could we say, even more happened
between the Reformation and the present?
tion.

Claude H. Thompson.

and

contemporary thought

379 pages.

Eerdmans, 1948.

$3.50.

One reads with interest any book intend
ed to help men locate a point of reference
beyond the flux of time and space. The
present volume has a significance, however,
which reaches beyond the confines of its

evident scholarship and attempts at intel
lectual candor. It marks the growing de
parture of Fundamentalism from an apol
ogetic dialectic of name-calling and prooftexts which has so long been its popular
hallmark.

Eerdman's
Evangelical Book Award for 1948, Pro
fessor Carnell acknowledges the difficulties
which 'science' and the 'scientific method'
Winner

have

made

scene.

of

a

the

$5,000.00

part of the contemporary

The result is

a

philosophic

defense

of the Trinitarian-Theistic Faith as set
forth in the framework of the Reformed
Tradition of John Calvin.
The author must be credited with

than

a

clever attempt to

more

bring philosophy

to

bolster the

and

philosophical presuppositions
Hodge. The problems of
our day are
properly pushed back to their
metaphysical origin and their corrective

theology
of

Calvin and

attached to the need of a recovery of Truth
at this point. Only the God set forth in the
Incarnation of Jesus Christ, eternal and
essential Deity, and understood in the light
of the revealed truths of Scripture, offers
man

any proper solution for the time-flux

dilemma.
Man is both body and soul, a creature
involved in the historical process who yet
transcends history. An awareness of the

incompatibilities
he might be and

which exist between what
what he

actually is makes
man a creature subject to
perennial frus
tration and fear. The cure is compounded
in the hope for personal immortality within
a

rational view of the universe which will
framework of reference in which

serve as a

immortality

is made

Professor Carnell
the

meaningful.
the problem

sees

of

and the many

as the fundamental
man's understanding the true
purpose of the universe. Draw too close to
the many as in scientific empiricism, and
man is driven to skepticism. Withdraw too
far from the facts which make up the
flow of time and space and become com
pletely absorbed in the one, as in mysti
cism, and man divorces himself from real
history to where his world-view no longer
applies to this universe.
The Christian escapes this dilemma by a
'faith-choice' in the existence of the God
Who has revealed Himself in an inerrant
Bible. The Incarnate Christ, eternally very
God of very God, as Creator, gives the
Christian immediate possession of a basis
for truth and faith.
Only Christianity,
thus interpreted, can produce a system of
philosophy which is "horizontally selfconsistent" and which "vertically fits the
facts of life."
In the light of the above hypothesis Car
nell is prepared to face the problems of
Biblical Criticism, common ground, the re
lation between science and theology, the
problem of miracles, the philosophy of his
one

barrier

An Introduction to Christian Apologetics,
by Edward J. Carnell. Grand Rapids :

79

to

tory, the problem of evil, the ethical

one
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and many, and the hope of immortality and
the resurrection. The author feels that in
every case the Fundamentalist position is

vindicated. Evangelical Christians will be
in profound agreement with the thesis that
God has spoken, and that He has not stut
tered in His speech.
The reviewer will reserve criticism of a
more precise nature, especially on the sub
ject of faith, God's ethical appeal to man.

Sovereign Will,
as

a

and the

problem

of evil,

mark of fairness to the writer who

his

promises
conceived

readers

a

The

more

technically

difficulties
where
the
present
sovereignty of God
and His Will are accepted and set forth
detached from any relation to, or modifica
tion by, the attributes of His Nature. One
volume.

usual

are

is

the author's notion
a Conservative in
theology neces
commits
one
to
the
Fundamentalist
sarily
position en toto, as here explained. Neither
is it a tenable proposition that the rejec
tion of the author's own interpretation of
the inerrancy of Scripture places one be
yond the pale of Christianity.
In conclusion,, attention must be called
to the fact that some of the
apologetic
battles here waged have been
fought to
essentially the same conclusions almost

compelled

to

reject

that to be

seventy-five

This is especially
Evolution. For
chapter
proof of this fact the reader is invited to
peruse the famous apologetic series which
has been in production within the
Anglican
Church since 1780, namely. The
Bampton
Lectures. The obvious lesson from such a
fact is that the whole school of Conserva
tive Christianity has
needlessly curtailed
for
and
a
serious consideration of
respect
the claims of Evangelical
Christianity by a
failure to meet, or
in
true

of

years ago.

the

squarely, the
problems

on

total

they

hesitancy

meeting

implications

of

arise

new

the contemporary
scene.
To look upon the present volume
as a new
dynamic in Christian apologetics,
for other than a select
audience, may only
serve to further convince the
secular schol
ar of
today that the Faith of the Evangel
ical belongs to the
past in that it is still
short of catching up with the
unfolding of
the years. The claims for
Christianity must
as

on

be fully advanced within the marketplace
and in the currency of the common man.
Chilton C. McPheeters

Beyond the Atom, by John DeVries. Grand
Rapids: Eerdmans, 1948. 200 pages.
$2.50.
advance in scientific discovery
or scientific speculation
confronts Chris
tianity with a two-fold challenge. To be

Every

�

�

intellectually acceptable, it must harmonize
interpretations with that which seems
to be scientifically true; and to fulfill its

its

claims

be the answer to the world's
it
must demonstrate its
problems,
ability to
offer some solution to the problems which
emerge from new technological discov
eries. This volume seeks to meet this chal
to

lenge.
De Vries begins with a frank statement
of his belief that the insights of conserv
ative Christianity are capable of harmon
ization with a correct science, and
proceeds
to call into question the
of
pure

objectivity

science. The strength of the
opening part
of the volume is its insistence that science
rests

ultimately
principles, and

upon acceptance of certain
that this acceptance is an
act of faith no less than is
required for the
of
the
Christian faith. His sur
acceptance
vey of such subjects as the age of the earth,
its geological structure, and the lore of the
ancient non-Hebrew world, is made in the
light of a restrained interpretation of the
world, in which the writer allows for much
more of tentativeness than
is common in
such a work.
The latter half of the volume is
decid

edly more homiletical in tone; this is not,
however, a fault. DeVries is seeking to

combme the Psalter with the
scientific text,
notably m his chapters entitled "The firm
ament showeth His handiwork"
and
I

am

fearfully

addition

to

and

wonderfully made." In
interesting insights from

many
the point of view of the
scientist
the degree of Ph.D. in
physical
from the
University of

(he holds

chemistry
Illinois), these
their relating of

chapters have merit for
scientific principles to the
spiritual prin
ciples of Christianity.
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reviewer is not

quaUfied to crit
either
icize,
affirmatively or negatively De
Vries' evaluation of Einstein's theory of
relativity. He can only hope that De Vries
is correct in thinking that the newer science
may point the way out of our current ma-

text, and

something

world reveals
persons who are bound to one another by
their common situation, yet who are free
of one another. With Farmer, the idea of

whether it is the most appropriate ending
to such a volume. Nevertheless, the book
has merit. Possibly part of this merit lies
in its avoidance of being what the title
might lead one to expect; for here is no
atom-bomb hysteria. Insofar as it points to
Christ as the Ultimate of the universe, it
constitutes an addition to Christian litera
ture. This it has done on a modest scale.

"manipulation."

$2.00.

pages.

This book, the sixth by Dr. Farmer, was
the substance of the Lyman Beecher Lec
tures of Yale University in April 1946.

"directly and vitally on
the task of presenting the Christian mes
sage to our day and generation." The pur
The theme bears

pose of the author is to present some el
ements of the Christian teaching concern
ing God and man "so that the radical personalism of the Christian message, its dis

tinctiveness

over

against

contemporary

modes of thought, its unity and consistency,
No attempt is made to
are made plain."
deal with the theological problems in a
thoroughgoing way, nor is excessive use
made of technical

theological language.

his book with a very
excellent discussion of "the way of knowl
edge." He points out that the Christian
message must be approached with at least
Farmer

commences

five attitudes of mind: the most serious
mind one can command, a certain practical
alertness and expectancy, a certain sincerity
and singleness of mind, an adequate con

of ad

The thesis of the volume is that the cen
tral issue in the relation of Christian truth
to the contemporary mind is the matter of
"radical and consistent personalism." The
very heart of the

God and Men, by Herbert H. Farmer. New
York : Abingdon-Cokesbury, 1947. 203

spirit

venture.

teriaHsms and determinisms. The volume
ends with a biographical sketch of Michael
Faraday, in which the author points out
that a great scientist may consistently be
also a great Christian. The chapter is inter
esting in itself; one is led to question

Harold B. Kuhn.

of the

personal

"personal" is equated with "freedom" and
the idea of "impersonal" is equated with
This "world of persons"
is similar to "the Road" of John Mackay.
Both reject the idea of a spectator "con
templating ah extra an independent uni
verse."
The author freely acknowledges his in
debtedness, both past and present, to the
thought of Pringle-Pattison. In The Idea
of God, Pringle-Pattison states, "it has al
ways seemed to me that some of the cen
tral difficulties of modern thought arise
from the unconscious habit of treating man
as if he were himself no denizen of the
world in which he draws his breath." This
idea is detected in Farmer's statement,
"The world taken as a whole cannot be
merely the world about us; it must be the
world which includes us." This theme is
found woven throughout the book, and
around it all discussion centers.
"radical personalism" is not the
personalism of E. S. Brightman with its
"finite" God, and its attempt to reduce all
reality to the terms of personality. Farmer
says that the thought "of a finite and strug
gling God, who is just another personal
seeker after the good along with ourselves"
is "utterly repugnant to the Christian
mind."
The author goes on to deal with man the
This

sinner, God's action in Christ, the holiness
of God, the love of God, and finally with

skepticism

faith. He honestly faces
of belief which the modern
the Christian message; yet
of "radical personalism" as
sets forth the errors of all

and

the difficulties

mind finds in
with his view
the basis, he
naturalistic and humanistic views, thereby
making a strong apologetic for the funda

mental truths of orthodox

Christianity.
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well as significant,
that Farmer considers God's love as more
supreme than His sovereignty. However,
in his rejection of the traditional Calvinistic
views he has gone to the extreme of affirm

faith, the right approach to the
between science and re
conflicts
Bible, the
ligion, the reality and the nature of God,
the Lordship of Christ, the nature of man,

that there is no conclusive reason why
he should not believe in the "restoration of
all into unity with God and with one an

the

It is

indicative,

as

ing

other."
difference of opin
ion, this well written book is recommended
to all. It has great apologetic value for the
present theological scene and it will surely
put some iron in the spiritual bloodstream
of the earnest reader.

Notwithstanding

some

Dewey M. Beegle.

meaning

of

salvation, prayer, providence, eternal Hfe,
Christian in society, and lastly,
Christian faith and the present crisis.

few would fail to commend our
author for her worthy motive and aim,
her strong emphasis upon the Christian

Perhaps

"both a way of belief and a way of
life," and the readable style in which she
has treated the great theological themes.
But many will not be so quick to commend
her on her claim that this book represents
in content the great body of common, basic
faith

as

Christian convictions to be held
mind.

Understanding the Christian Faith, by
Georgia Harkness. Nashville: Abing
don-Cokesbury Press, 1947. 187 pages.
$1.75.
The current cultural trend to give popu
lar expositions of science and "outlines" of
philosophy, history, literature, art and
music for the lay mind has prompted a
few theologians of late to attempt the same
in Christian theology. It was the dearth
of such

theological expositions

the book
market which moved the author of this
volume to add another book to her rapidly
growing list of religious writings.
on

This theologian is a member of the fac
ulty of Garrett Biblical Institute where
she has taught courses on "The
Theology
of the Lay Mind." Dr. Harkness has writ
what she holds to be "the basic Chris
tian convictions for the lay, not the lame
mind," in a style that anyone "who can
read the Saturday Evening Post or the
ten

Reader's Digest can read and understand
this book if he wants to!" (p.
13)

Recognizing

the

variety

of

given
by different groups in Protestantism to
certain questions about God and His rela
tion to the world and to
ourselves. Miss
Harkness asserts that there is a
great body
of "common Christian
convictions," and
that it
cerned.

answers

is

these with which she is
She then treats

successively

con

the

the

Dr. Harkness writes from the
of

a

repentant liberal

She has

�

but still

humbly recognized

a

the

by

lay

standpoint

liberal!
few of the
and has re
a

weaknesses of liberal theology
turned to some of the emphases of neoorthodox and orthodox theologians, but she
has by no means forsaken the underlying
pre-suppositions of theological liberalism.
A summary of her doctrinal
position as
stated
or
definitely
clearly implied in this
book can be expressed in a form
very
familiar to conservative, Bible-centered

Christians. Here is a theology which has
taken the zvrath out of God, the
deity out
of Christ, the three persons out of the God
head, the virgin birth out of the incarna
tion, the blood out of the atonement, the
bodily resurrection out of the Easter mes
sage,

original

sin

(inherited depravity)

out

the supernatural out of
conversion,
the possibility of holiness
heart
and life
of
in this world out of
redemption, the visible
advent out of Christ's second
men,

eternal

punishment

coming,

out of

the government
of God, and nature miracles and
infallible
out
of
the
Bible.
authority

After such subtractions from the Chris
faith, one has ample ground to ques
tion whether Professor
Harkness has given
us a book which will
lead
to the
_

tian

"understanding"

laymen

of

the Christian faith.
While this book sets forth the
"theology"
held by great numbers of
preachers and
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teachers trained in hberal institutions, it is
so certain that it
represents the "com
mon Christian convictions" of the
majority

not

of Protestant

laymen.

It is the conviction

that such

of

some
theology as is set forth
in this volume has driven many, many lay
men to leave the established denominations

and to

many of the 256 different
in
the United States (divi
denominations

organize

sions

which

ments

!).

But for

stened

Dr.

Harkness

so

popular exposition
theology among

a

liberal

Protestants,

no one

much
of

a

la

cha

American

need look further than

this attractive volume. Let orthodox Prot
estants learn a lesson for the proclamation
of their faith from Dr. Harkness' example

clearly and cogently stating her theo
logical convictions for the lay mind.
of

Delbert R. Rose.

Christian Apologetics, by Alan Richardson.
New York: Harper & Bros., 1947.
256 pages. $3.00.

change in theological climate from
that which prevailed a dozen years ago is
nowhere more clearly evidenced than in
the change of type of literature which is
currently appearing. So far as subject mat
ter goes, the change has been from an over
whelming interest in the philosophy of re
ligion, particularly in the area of meta
physics, to a consideration of methodology
in apologetics. In the area of specific ob
jectives sought, the shift has been from the
attempt to erect a philosophy of religion
The

which is conformable to scientific thought,
to the forthright search for points of con
the

more-or-less

views implicit in
world of scientific

Christianity
thought.

tact

between

accepted
and

the

Richardson's volume expresses the newer
tendency to examine comparatively the
techniques of theological science and the
sciences in general. It is a protest against
the tendency of theologians to develop
what they are pleased to call a 'theological
scientific method' in a vacuum a method
�

little under
stand, and which is unknown to the scien
tists in the major branches of human re
which

even

they themselves

83

search.

The author sets forth as his task
the examination of the methodology of
science in both the 'natural' and the 'hu
man' sciences, to show if possible their re
spective strengths and weaknesses, with
special reference to the vaunted objectivity
of knowledge in the natural sciences.
The work before us is so rich and varied
in its content that a review of this sort can
but call attention to the points of strength
in it, together with a statement of its
weaknesses (if any). The former half of
the book develops the author's thesis, that
all science has its presuppositions, and that
even those branches which disavow
any but

positive knowledge must operate upon as
sumptions whose very use hinges upon a
type of faith. Richardson is convinced,
therefore, that the Christian faith is not
only as acceptable as a working basis for
the comprehension of such events and facts
as it must understand, but that its
prin
are
to
master-clues
the
understand
ciples
ing of those events and facts. This leads
to his development of the view, that Rev
elation is

a

master-category for the

com

of the facts of
of the historical
This category is to be

prehension, not only
Church-existence, but
process in

general.

to be sure,

applied,
inductively; the apol
ogist must approach his subject with a
mood parallel to that of the best scientist.
He cannot, however, come to his task with
a mind free of axioms.

Following the standard division of the
subject of Revelation into: (1) General
and (2) Special, Richardson develops the
thesis that special revelation is not merely
a
superaddition of knowledge-matters
above those available to natural
rather a new seeing,
knowledge, but is ".
a restoration of man's lost power of per

which

are

.

ceiving higher truth,

.

a

correction of the

distortion of his perverted natural vision."
(p. 134). So far so good. Nor does he
follow Barth in his radical severance be
tween 'revealed' knowledge and that ob
tained by natural processes. His treatment
of the historic themes of Inspiration and
Authority, of Miracles and Prophecy, grow
out of his general regard for historic Chris

tianity,

and

are

designed

more

to

showing
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respective strengths and weaknesses of
the traditional conceptions at these points
as they meet the modern mind than to set
ting forth explicitly his own views.
The most disappointing part of the en
tire volume is the section dealing with the
Canon of Scripture. Rejecting the idea of
'degrees of inspiration,' Richardson sug
gests that the biblical books are placed in

finds the biblical origins in the convergence,
at the ganglia of religious history, of a
unique historical situation and a qualita
tively distinct operation of the Divine Spirit
upon the thought-processes of "holy men
of God."

by themselves, "not because of any
subjective effects they produce in their
readers, but because they are the primary
witnesses to and interpreters of the se

Alternative To Futility, by D. Elton Trueblood. New York: Harper and Broth
ers, 1948. 124 pages. $1.00.

the

a

class

quence of historical events, culminating in
."
the coming of Jesus and His Church.
.

(p. 208). Well

and

.

But when he

good.

Harold B. Kuhn.

Since the close of World War II, a
large number of persons have sought to
make a diagnosis of our sick civilization.

suggests that the historic Christian view of

Philosophers, theologians, joumaHsts,

Greek conception
afflatus' such as 'in
the
of
spired'
Sibyl
Vergil, and when he
suggests that the true view of inspiration
does not imply that the books of the Bible
have been produced in a manner generical-

entists

joined in this endeavor. Many of the diag
nosticians have taken the attitude that an
analysis of our ailment was all that was
needed. In some cases, these analyses have

ly different

patient by prescribing

Inspiration

rests upon

a

of 'a kind of divine

such books

from that of the writings of
The Imitation of Christ or

as

Pilgrim's Progress, and when he suggests
that, given a suitable historical context,
literature of the same religious value could
be produced in the twentieth century then
�

of

demur. This seems to
question of inspiration hinge
upon historical setting, and to disparage
the unique quality of the Apostolic writ
ings. Now, if a writer wishes to disagree
with the historic Christian belief at this
point, it is his right to do so. Candor seems
to demand that he
recognize that he is
diverging from the classic position when he
speaks as Richardson does.
This volume is valuable for its
analysis
of both historic and
contemporary views;
read with discrimination it can throw much
some

make

us

must

the

light upon the most hotly contested
of Christian thought. It cannot,
be

recommended
historic Christian

areas

however,

as

statement

of

the
position
point of
Special Revelation. One cannot but wish
that the range of material at the author's
command, and his penetration of insight
might be harnessed to the task of defend
ing that which we believe to be capable of
defense, namely a view of Scripture which
a

at

the

and

the

man

in

the

street

sci^
have

added to the frustration and distress of the
no

"remedy.

Elton Trueblood has done better than
of his fellow diagnosticians. He has
followed his penetrative analysis of con

some

temporary civilization as set forth in The
Predicament of Modern Man with a sug
gested therapy. The statement of his rem
edy is found in Alternative to Futility. Pro
fessor Trueblood clearly notes the sense of
futility that has gripped the minds of so
many people in contemporary Western civ
ilization. Life has lost its
significance to
numbers
of
great
persons. Western civil
ization is manifesting unmistakable
symp
toms of this
Modem
man's
inor
futility.
dinate search for wealth and
pleasure in
dicates his inner lack. War is one of the
most striking
symptoms of Western civil
ization's emptiness. Millions of
people ac
tually prefer war to peace because it appar
ently offers them a great cause in which
they may engage.
Professor Trueblood believes that the
alternative to the present
contemporary fu
tility can be found in the formation of little
redemptive units of fellowship. These
units of
fellowship should represent a new
growth within existing churches. The au
thor believes that these units
would bring
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reformation within and not from the
church.
The author lists five fundamental qual
ities that should be found in the lives of
persons constituting the redemptive fellow
ship groups. These qualities are: commit
ment, witness, fellowship, vocation and dis
cipline. (1) By commitment is meant "the
acceptance of convictions not merely by
intellectual assent, but by a full act of the
will." (2) The persons of the redemptive
fellowship should have a definite Christian
witness being ready to stand unapologetically for the Christian gospel. (3) These
persons should have a deep and inclusive
fellowship with members of the group as
well as with others. (4) Persons of this
new redemptive society should have an at
titude of Christian vocation. This attitude
of vocation should extend to politics, busi
The
ness, scholarship and other areas.
claims of the Kingdom of God should come
first, no matter what profession a person
may follow. Finally, (5) the persons work
ing for the redemption of society should
live lives that represent Christian discipline
Professor Trueblood devotes an entire
chapter to "The Recovery of Discipline."
He discusses five elements in this area : (a)
faithfulness in public worship, (b) a daily

period for personal devotion, (c) silence
involving both body and mind, (d) con
cern for suffering peoples, (e) austerity
a commitment to simple living.
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The author's call for
units is valid.

society.

Historically,
have been
construct

by living

a

life

personally

religious societies
significant in helping re

most

the world.

The

author makes
small Christian
groups in the Greco-Roman world. There
have been times in the Christian church
when numerically weak religious groups
have contributed to a general awakening.
Perhaps the most outstanding example of
this, little noted by the author, is seen in
the religious societies of the early eight
eenth century English Church. New spir
itual hfe and power came to the English
speaking nations through these small so
cieties within the established church.
Christian history might well be repeated
along the lines of Professor Trueblood's

frequent reference

to the

suggestion. University students may again
be awakened in a small religious group as
were the Wesleys and Whitefield in the
holy club at Oxford. Men may again go
from a small service of Bible study and
prayer with a warmed heart. The continued
formation of small redemptive societies
would serve to further concentrate and

capitalize

scattered

spiritual power. In
these units creative spiritual impulses may
be bom that will extend throughout the
world. The volume's chief merit is in its
able advocacy of these saving units.
our

W. Curry Mavis.

The

committed to

Christ.
Dr. Trueblood develops a significant idea
in this volume. While recognizing that no
effort of world reconstruction, no matter
how secular, should be despised, he rightly
holds that the world's problems are basic
ally in the realm of the spirit. His sugges
tion of a redemptive society makes it pos
sible for every man to contribute to the re
demption of the world. This idea of small
units of Christian fellowship is not novel in
our culture.
There are many small church
groups as well as fellowship groups in
larger churches that measure up to Profess
or Trueblood's criteria for the redemptive

such

small

�

The book closes with an urgent call to
the reader to join the redemptive society

more

Prophet's Mantle, by George W. Truett. Grand Rapids: Elerdman's, 1948.
206 pages. $2.50.

few years ago a survey of pulpitused in different parts of the coun
try suggested the neglect of the Old Testa
ment as a source book of contemporary
preaching. The present volume will serve
to remind us that the Old Testament is
rich in sermon values for our times. Dr.
A

texts

as

Truett draws

lessons

from the

lives of

Elisha, Lot, Jacob, Moses, Joshua, Esther,
and others; and these he embodies under
chapter headings such as "Life's Middle
Time," "The Highest Welfare of the
Home," and "A Young Man and His Per
ils."

The

compiler

of the book

points

to
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three dominant themes expressed through
out: the importance and responsibihty of

individual, the strategic position of the
home in the entire social order, and the

the

of

glory

patriotism

which expresses itself

in sacrificial service.
The messages, oral in

deeply sensitive

is

style

the

to

spiritual

More than this, they are
men who find in a living Christ the answer
to the problems of these fear-ridden times.
needs of

men.

James

value, for the purpose of avoiding the

danger

of

Thousand

D. Robertson

Wisdom,

bridge:
1947.

Years

Educational
Cam
Ulich.

of

Robert
Harvard University

by

614 pages.

Press,

$5.00.

This volume is designed as a companion
to Dr.
Ulich's History of Educational
Thought (New York: American Book Co.,
1945). This earlier work embodies a life
time of research in the history and philos
ophy of education, and develops the fol
lowing theses : that modernity has tended to
be impatient and unappreciative with re
the great heritage of the past ; that
modern man has tended to be especially
cavalier in his treatment of the Middle
Ages; that man can be understood only
within his total historical context; and that
the abiding criteria for the understanding

spect

to

of the

problems of civilization in every age
cannot be discovered save by
moving back
of the atomistic activities of Hfe as seen in
a

present segment.
In the

preface of the History, the au
thor says : "I have in preparation, as an ad
dition to my own essays, a volume of ex
tended readings fitted to lead the student
toward

the student with

This volume includes

a

highly

a

selective

collection of educational documents

from

following periods: Oriental Antiquity,
Greek and Roman Antiquity, Ancient and
Medieval Christianity, Islam, Classical Hu
manism, The Seventeenth Century Philo
sophical and Scientific Revolution, and the
Period. A review of the docu
ments quoted would bog down in a mass
of details. The most that can be done is to
draw attention to the major contribution
which UHch has made to the field of edu
cational thought in his survey of the vast
Modern

amount

Three

overloading

multitude of details.

the

and rich in
contemporary allusion, show their author
to be a man who is not only understanding
of the springs of human conduct, but one
who

and

knowledge of the original docu
ments
of
the
history of educational
The
thought."
anthology now under re
a

view is the fulfilment of this promise.
Three Thousand Years of Educational
Wisdom follows the same
policy of the for
mer book in
selective.
The author
being
much
that would be of both interest
omits

of materials which the

respective

writers have left, and in his inclusion,
within one cover, of the heart of their doc
trines. At the same time, the selection has
been made in such a way as to introduce
the writer, and to incite if possible an in
terest to

a

wider

reading

than this volume

contains.

Noteworthy are the introductory para
graphs at the beginning of each quotation,
giving in concise form the major details of
the life and work of the respective thinkers
and linking each with the life of his period.
These summaries indicate the breadth of
Dr. Ulich's scholarship.
This reviewer
wishes to acknowledge also the utter fair
ness of her former teacher in
evaluating
and appreciating the great Christian doc

This volume reflects the reverent
attitude toward religion which is character
istic of his classroom work.
uments.

This source book is designed to help the
reader to the attainment of a truly humane
outlook, in which the mere gathering of
facts is superseded by a broad

learning

which will "help man to understand him
self, his professional and civic duties, and
his relation to the physical and

universe."

spiritual

This Ulich seeks to achieve by
a
constant emphasis upon cultural
depth
and continuity. In place of the chronic
busy-ness of a mass-production education,
he will propose as an alternative an educa
tion which aids the student to translate
the events of the past into a
and

physical
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spiritual

reconstruction

of

our

shattered

culture.
The average

reader needs to read the
volume together with Ulich's History of
Educational Thought. Any reader will be
impressed, however, with the magnitude of
the scope of this work, with the fairness
with which the author handles men and
materials, and with his emphasis upon
man's spiritual life as an integral part of
his living. The reader will sense for him
self the breadth of scholarship which the
book embodies.

Anne W. Kuhn.

The

Kingship of Christ, by W. A. Visser 't
Hooft. New York: Harper & Broth
ers, 1948. 153 pages. $1.75.

The sub-title of this volume reveals its
nature: "An Interpretation of Recent Eur

Theology." Comprising the Stone
Lectures for 1947, the book seeks to ac
quaint the American reader with the pro
found changes which have been made in
the churches in Europe, and particularly
in Germany, since the First World War.
opean

The author's first thesis is, that the con
ceptions of Christ as Prophet, as Priest,
and as King are not conceptions which can
be held consecutively; but that they are
separable only upon academic grounds, and
that the Church, to be true to the whole
ministry of her Lord must hold them simul
taneously and in a balanced fashion. The
second thesis is, that the changes which the
European churches have made in the past
three decades are largely theological, and
that they center in a rediscovery of the
Protestant view of the kingship of Christ.

Much of the volume is devoted to the
interpretation of the problem which was
raised by the teaching of Luther with re
spect to the two realms, of Christ and of
the world. Visser 't Hooft holds that the
view that Luther intended to maintain the
dualism to the point in which the Church is
the only realm in which Christ's kingship is
operative fails to do justice to Luther's
historical situation, and to come to grips
with the actualities of his ministry to the
rulers of his time.

87

The central question which emerges in
this connection is that of precisely what
the eschatology of the Bible is. Reacting
against 'realized' eschatology, European
theology of the 'twenties went too far in
futurism. Barth failed to relate his escha

tology
a

to

the

temporal order ; he ended with

dualism

scarcely less damaging than that
been, by crude interpretation, at
to Luther.
The period between

which had

tributed
1930 and that of the outbreak of the War,
a
period of rediscovery of Bibhcal theology,
the renewal of Swedish theology, and
a
quickening of interest in theology in the
Slavic world. But it was the terrible logic
of events in Germany which forced the
saw

real

in

discovery of the Kingship of Christ
European Protestantism.

This era is treated with the reserve
which is fitting to the times in which the
German Confessional Church was seeking,

by trial-and-error,

to meet the new emer
Visser
't
Hooft recognizes the
gency.
weakness of some of the pronouncements,
and the faltering character of some of the

resistance to the National SociaHst usurpation of the Kingly Office. Out
of this crucible, thinks our author, is
at

attempts

emerging a new understanding of the deep
problems resident in the tension implicit in
eschatology: between, especially, Christ's
action in socity today and His action in
connection

with

the

eschaton.

He will
the
relation
tendency
interpret
between Christ and humanity merely in
of the mystical identity between
terms
avoid the

to

Christ and the Church, by pointing out
that Christ is not merely Head of the
Church, but also its Lord. This draws at
tention to the
Christ's action.

Especially
that

of

initiative

in

clear is the author's insistence

distinguish sharply and al
between the Kingship of Christ and

we

must

ways
the domination
�

element

�

the Church over the
world. Here he outlines the fundamental
difference between the Protestant and the
Romanist views. Visser 't Hooft seeks to
develop a purified type of Theocracy
(Christocracy) through the deeper under
standing of the doctrine of the King
ship of Christ. In this, the Church will
of

88
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avoid the use of secular means for the
attainment of sacred ends. At the same
time, it will avoid a merely individualistic
and eschatological pietism, and will live in
constant recognition of the fact that Christ
is already crowned King.
The author
closes his volume with an appeal for a Bib
lical social ethics, based upon a fearless
application of Christian dogma to the world
of our time.

This volume will not
at

the

same

time, it is

a

satisfy
must

all

readers;

for him who

will understand the Ecumenical Movement
as
a
sincere attempt upon the part of
churches which have suffered

more

than

the American church

can

rediscover their

in the chaos of the

place

ever

realize,

postwar world.
Harold B. Kuhn.
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